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Captain’s Letter

My fellow members I am penning this letter the 
day after our girls retained the Solheim Cup after a 
stunning performance. The winning putt coming from 
Catriona Matthew, an Honorary member of Gullane 
Golf Club. Well done Europe, we still hold the four 
trophies played for against our American friends, but 
wait, by the time you read this,GB&I will have visited 
C B McDonald’s National Golf Links in Long Island 
to defend the Walker Cup, so heroically won at Royal 
Aberdeen. Our team is without a Scot but nevertheless 
Gillian and your Captain will be there to cheer them 
on.

We look forward to meeting up with American 
members Duane Hayden and Bill Anderson.
Golf at Garden City and viewing Bill’s collection 
should take my mind off shopping in the Big Apple!
There have been one or two highlights in recent 
months, namely my first ever visit to St George’s 
Hill where the Society was invited to be part 
of the Club’s Centenary celebrations. A truly 
wonderful golf course with hospitality to match.
Prior to that,Nigel Notley gathered a motley crew 
to play matches against Hunstanton and Royal 
West Norfolk. what a great treat and two excellent 
links. Both clubs were splendid hosts and I implore 
you to put your name forward for next year.
Many of you joined me for my Captain’s days playing 
Bruntsfield Links with its ancient history and 
pleasant parkland course, followed by Gullane NoI 
on a sunny breezy day. A perfect two days with good 
friends, good food and a glass or two of fine wine.

However not everything is perfect, sadly there 
are still many members who have failed, so far, 
to pay their annual subscription or increase 
their Standing Order to £40 or £50 for couples.
The money outstanding would almost pay for one 
issue of TTG!!
On a happier note in early October the Biennial 
match against our BGCS American members takes 
place at Walton Heath, where we will do battle 
for The Grail. European captain, Nigel Notley has 
selected a strong squad in an attempt to wrest 
the trophy back. Your support at Walton would 
be welcome. The dates, 8th and 9th October
Finally let us not forget that many of us are collectors 
and as such could well have interesting stories to tell on 
the many aspects of collecting. I know our Editor, John 
Hanna would welcome articles for the magazine. Feel 
free to give John a call, he will be only too happy to advise. 

david kirkwood
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Society News
A BGCS Champion
Another fine book by Richard Latham 
is reviewed elsewhere in the magazine. 
However the Editor has learned about 
some of Richard’s more recent achieve-
ments. By all accounts he  is a very 
modest man and would probably not 
have made these facts known to his fel-
low members of BGCS. His record on 
the golf course so far this year has been 
quite phenomenal. 

Having just turned fifty-five in 
May he became eligible to play in 
Seniors events and has had great suc-
cess immediately. He won the English 
Seniors’ Championship at Bristol and 
Clifton at the beginning of June, which 
he described as a ‘fabulous feeling’. He 
then went on to play in the County 
Championship the following week and 
won again. Next it was north of the bor-
der to play in the Scottish Open Seniors’ 
Championship at Elie, and yes he won 
again! Spurred on by his success he 
entered the Qualifying for the British 
Seniors’ at Formby and playing on the 
Monday before the Championship 
began on the Thursday he made it to 
Turnberry. unfortunately he missed 
the cut but described it as a fantastic 
experience. 

Richard is playing in the British 
Seniors’ Amateur at Royal Aberdeen. 
He has been selected to play for England 
in the European Team Championships 
in Hungary and also in the Home 
Internationals at Royal County Down 
in September.Congratulations Richard

S o c i e t y  N e w s

Subscriptions

Despite receiving the audited 
accounts of The Society most 
members are probably unaware of 
the costs of printing and posting 
this magazine to over 800 BGCS 
members from all over the world. 
Yet a considerable number of our 
Society are willing to receive their 
quarterly copy of TTG without 
paying their annual subscription. 
Surely it is not too much to ask 
that we all pay our share in order 
that the present quality of the 
magazine brought about by the 
Editorship of John Pearson can be 
maintained

prominent club historian, Bill 
Gibson.  I was invited to a special  
event to mark the recognition that 
the club could now confirm they 
had been founded in 1858 This  
of course means that they are the 
oldest club in Ireland by some 
thirty-three years. up until now it 
has always been accepted that Royal 
Belfast Golf Club founded in 1881 
was the first club in Ireland.What 
is also most interesting is that the 
Curragh club  has evidence that it 
was granted the Royal Charter in  
September 1920. Shortly after this 
time the British Regiments left the 
Curragh Camp and the matter was 
not progressed. Last week the club 
was visited by a  golf historian who  
has been commissioned by the R and 
A to write a history of the world’s 
Royal Clubs. So watch this space!

John Hanna

From the Editor

It is most satisfying to receive  
emails from members saying how 
much they enjoy TTG. Most of them 
have been very complimentary 
in respect of the quality of the 
contributions. I would like to thank 
all the  authors of recent papers 
for their efforts in providing me 
with so many most interesting and 
varied articles. I would like to thank 
the contributors for this magazine 
and it is encouraging that  there is 
such an international flavour with   
articles from Denmark, France and 
Australia, and of course Ireland. 
Which reminds me of a recent most 
pleasant day I spent at the Curragh 
Golf Club in the company of their 

Wanted

Harry Bowden is looking for a 1940s or 
1950s boy’s (junior) driver or fairway 
wood to complete a set. He hopes some 
member will be able to help him find 
one.
j_bowden50@btinternet.com
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Society Events
Centenary Hickory Match 
v Stocksfield G C 
A team of seven represented the Society 
in centenary celebrations at Stocksfield 
Golf Club, Northumberland, on Sunday 
the 16th of June. The match was organ-
ised by BGCS member and past Ladies’ 
captain of the Club, Margaret Hobbs. 
Situated in the picturesque Tyne Valley, 
Stocksfield is emphatically a members 
club with a clear sense of ownership 
deriving from significant contribu-
tions to the fabric of clubhouse and 
course - the former importantly during 
construction of a second nine holes 
designed by Frank Pennink in the 1970s. 
These now form the tricky first nine, 
meandering prettily amongst mature 
oak woodland. The course was playing 
firm, with the greens springy and true. 
The club has an active Juniors section 
that has produced a number of County 
champions, the most distinguished 
being Chris Paisley, a member of the 
2009 Walker Cup team at Merion.

The weather was sunny, the course 
delightful, competition serious (the 
home team using loaned clubs) and the 
hospitality generous. the Society won 
by the odd match; John Pearson gave 
a slide presentation afterwards to an 
appreciative audience.

Wanted

After the very cold start to our season, 
several events in the late spring found 
some much-appreciated warmer 
weather. So it was on Saturday the 29th 
of June, when Philip Truett organised 
the second ‘Hickories on the Heath’ 
tournament over the Old course at 
Walton Heath, featuring simultaneous 
matches between the Club, The R&A 
and the BGCS. With 66 participants, 
this is one of the biggest events on 
the uK hickory calendar. The Walton 
Heath team included American stars 
John Crow Miller and Bill Farmer 
from Texas, and Joe Grasso from 
Philadelphia. Tony Kammerer from 
Germany, played for BGCS and Andreas 
Wijkstrom from Sweden turned out for 
the R&A. The BGCS team was strength-
ened by Eddie Bullock, the immediate 
past captain of the PGA, and Tommy 
Horton, the former Ryder Cup player. A 
number of players were members of two, 
or even all three of the societies. Michael 
Vaines led the Club, Richard Atherton 
the Collectors, and John uzielli the 
R&A. Ken Macpherson, Emeritus 
Professional to the Club, provided 
minor repairs to some clubs and loaned 
others. Tudor Davies, a former Welsh 
champion, acted as Honorary Starter. 
unfazed by complexity, Philip had indi-
vidual pairs playing two simultaneous 
matches in eleven three-ball sixsomes, 
with Sunningdale adjustments available 
for those teams going two or more holes 
down. Additional quarter points were 
contested in any byes. It was useful, if 
not essential for some pairings, to record 
match progress on the scorecard.
The course was in fine condition: spring 
flowers were prolific in the penal rough, 
with greens and fairways both firm and 
running. The Club repeated its success 
of last year, its aggregate score of 16 
points beating the 103/4  of the Society 
and the R&A’s 83/4 .

The teams convened afterwards in 
the dining room for a late, noisy and 
convivial lunch.

Centenary Match  v 
Derbyshire uGC

Hickories on the Heath 

On Wednesday 7 August 2013 a 
team of hickory golfers represented 
the Society in a match against the 
Derbyshire union of Golf Clubs as 
part of their centenary celebrations.  
It was appropriate that this match 
was played at the Ashbourne Golf 
Club which is the oldest golf club in 
Derbyshire having been established 
in 1886.  The bright sunny weather 
provided excellent views from the 
golf course across the nearby mar-
ket town of Ashbourne towards the 
Derbyshire Dales.  The golf course 
was presented in an excellent con-
dition but it was quickly apparent 
that local knowledge was required 
in playing certain holes.
 
A most convivial dinner followed 
the golf at which we were welcomed 
by  Gordon Gray, the DuGC 
President and Noel Oversby the 
Captain of Ashbourne GC.  Our 
Immediate Past Captain, Richard 
Atherton, responded on behalf of 
the Society and presented the DuGC 
with a suitably engraved Society 
plaque marking their centenary.
Richard then gave  a brief 
illuminating talk about Foster 
Brothers of Ashbourne  who, 
although no longer trading,  were 
primarily for the  manufacture 
of fishing rods  but who were not 
so well known as manufacturers 
of  hickory shafted golf clubs.   
Richard produced several examples 
of their hickory clubs and presented 
the Captain of Ashbourne GC with 
a hickory shafted driving iron as a 
memento of our visit. John Armitt 
then recounted the long assocation 
enjoyed by his family with the 
Derbyshire union over many years 
producing a number of trophies 
won by members of his family. An 
excellent day enjoyed by everyone 
present. Special thanks to Peter 
McGrath, the DuGC Secretary 
for organising such a great day.

Alan Manderson Long Nose Clubs

Double Waterfall Spalding F6 and/or

Double Waterfall Wright and Dickson 
8-8

Offers, with photos and estimated costs 
to:-Schmidt.Hubertus@gmx.de

0049-171-7140145
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Match v the Mackenzie Society at Cavendish G C 
Aware that Cavendish Golf Club in Buxton lies 1,000 feet up in the Peak District, 
visitors are accustomed to checking the weather forecast before leaving home. For 
the fifth contest for the Mackenzie Kist on the 12th of July the  assembled players were 
permitted  a relaxation of the Society’s  customary dress code in order to survive 
the blazing sunshine and resulting sweltering temperatures. As a result of the fine 
spell the  fairways at Cavendish were lush and the rough punishing. Hickoryplay, 
with the appropriate handicap adjustments, was enjoyed by members of each side. 
The  Society team  was however unable to overturn the Mackenzie Society’s run of 
successes in previous encounters, going down by 6 1/2 matches to 1 1/2.

New Members 
We welcome the following new members and look forward to meeting 
them at future events

Name                                     Address    Interests

Neil K Hughes   Cambridge  Books, General
Klaus Sasse   Berlin     -
Biblioteka Akademi
Loychowania Fizycznego  Warsaw
Neil A McConachie  Glasgow  Books, Small Items
John Turnbull   Durham  Clubs
Timon Sitte   Orkney     -
C Nigel Trollope  Haslemere  General
L Andy Moye III  Maury,NC  Clubs
Scott A McAllister  Williston, VT Tom Stewart, Geo. Nicol
Andrew J King   Leeds     -
Alexander Huchel  Munchen  Balls, Clubs
Jonny Firth   Tadworth  Clubs
A Charles R Davidson  London     -
David Brown   Omaha, NE Nicol Irons, Willie Park
Andrew J Bradshaw  Himbleton   Balls

Paul Walker and Bob Fletcher with their Mackenzie Society opponents

Match v Trentham G C
The weather was splendid on the 29th 
of August just right to play Trentham’s 
great Harry Colt course which was 
presented in the best of condition. The 
twos sides of twelve  men and four ladies 
came together as one convivial group at 
about 11am and following a group pho-
tograph on the club steps got down to 
the real business of the day.Six intrepid 
Trentham men played with hickories 
enjoying not only their hickory add 
on strokes but also 3 extra for being 
‘first timers’. This led to our President, 
playing off 16 having to give strokes 
to the rest of his group - a scenario 
with which he was not familiar! The 
Sunningdale Rule failed to come to his 
and his partner’s (Richard Atherton) 
rescue. It also failed to help our ladies 
(Ros Weston; Liz MacDonald; Lesley 
Bradley and Carolyn Kirk) or three 
groups of our men (Keith Bilbie and 
Richard Jeffs; John Armitt and John 
Weston and Robert Kirk and John 
Bradley). However all matches bar two 
reached either the 17th or 18th greens 
before succumbing. The “Walker 
Brothers” - Chris and Paul – held on 
for a half against extremely tough oppo-
sition – Kevin Beattie (2) playing with 
hickories off 6 knocked it round in 76 
strokes. Our only success at 1 up came 
from our Captain David and Bill Druce 
who managed to hold off one of the 1971 
Walker Cup heroes, Geoff Marks (4) 
and his partner Keith Hodgkinson (6). 
An excellent meal was served followed 
by the welcoming address from the 
Trentham Captain, Terry Duffy and 
Captain David’s response. Terry was 
particularly impressed with the Society’s 
fixture list, Magazine and Website and 
expressed a wish that this event not be 
the last and hopefully we can do it again 
next year. One extremely nice touch 
came from Peter Tams, a Trentham 
member He patiently photographed 
each four ball group before they teed 
off, went home whilst we were enjoying 
ourselves, printed out two copies of each 
which were then placed before each 
BGCS member at dinner. A great day 
was had by all.
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Well! It was a surprise for Phil to win the Open, but no surprise for the Laird o’Fife Willie Tanner win-
ning the BGCS Open meeting at Kilspindie. This was the 4th handicap meeting that Willie has won this year!
Entrants were from all over uK plus Holly and John Butler from the uS and Peter and Paula Gompertz from Australia. 
The weather was ideal in being warm with no bright sunshine and a slight wind off the sea. The fair-
ways were burnt with the ball running the proverbial mile. Greens were very green and true. Hicko-
ry players received additional strokes as per our guidelines. All the above resulted in high stableford scoring.
Before the golf, several of our members took tables at the collectors fair in Aberlady Village Hall with Sheila Baird 
and Gillian Kirkwood providing refreshments. In the evening over 60 members and guests enjoyed a very nice meal 
in the Kilspindie clubhouse. Nearest the hole winners at the 1st, 8th and 10th were Philip Truett, Colin Sinclair and 
Cliff Weight. Cliff ’s drive to the 142yd 10th was with a hickory 2 iron which ended up 4ft from the hole. First lady was 
Joan Weight with 40 points and first guest was Holly Butler also with 40 points. In 3rd place was Peter Gompertz with 
42 points, 2nd was Philip Truett with 43 points and the winner was Willie Tanner with 45 points who received the Ray 
Gossage Trophy from last years winner Peggy Crabtree. Thanks to Willie and Hamish Ewan for donating prizes.
The previous night, Gillian and David Kirkwood had an open house at their Gullane abode with music supplied by Cameron 
Barrie. Many thanks to Gillian and David for great hospitality. Photo attached with Willie Tanner, captain David Kirkwood, 
organiser Ian Hislop and Peter Crabtree enjoying refreshments at David’s open evening. Photos supplied by Czeslaw Kruk.

Open Championship Meeting Kilspindie 17th of July 2013

Willie Tanner, winner, receives the Ray Gossage Trophy from last year’s winner Peggy Crabtree

Willie Tanner, host David Kirkwood, Ian Hislop and Peter Crabtree

THE GIVING OF SHORT PUTTS

The chief reason why players should 
be called upon to hole every short putt, 
says Mr Harold Hilton, is that literally, 
every player living detests having to hole 
them out, and it seems almost ludicrous 
to see a really first-class putter carefully 
studying a putt of about 15 inches, and 
taking the most elaborate precautions 
to hit the ball truly.  The better putter 
the man is, the more does he realise the 
possibility of missing even the shortest 
of putts.  I always remember a player of 
the old school remarking to me:

“No putt is too short to be unworthy 
of  care; only two classes of individual 
can afford to be careless over them, 
one being a small boy and the other 
an imbecile, as the former does not yet 
realise the dangers of missing it, and is 
happy in not being able to realise, while 
the latter never will realise, and is, in 
consequence, even happier.”

  Alan Jackson
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Central England Hickory Championships

Scottish News

in Shanghai, he has been honoured 
by two pre-war clubs which have now 
been re- formed. The Shanghai Scottish 
Sports Club (1853 –1942) have installed 
John as Club Patron and in return John 
has gifted two hickory clubs for annual 
competition – the Rigg Jigger and the 
Patron’s Putter.
The Shanghai Rugby Club (1904 – 1952) 
held a celebratory day and dinner 
for John’s visit where he was made an 
Honorary Life Member and awarded a 
special blazer for meritorious services 

The Coxmoor Golf Cliub near Mansfield was again the venue for the Central England 
Hickory Championships which were playeddon Monday the 20th of May 2013. It 
was a pleasure to welcome Society members, including those from overseas and 
also some new members, to Nottinghamshire once again. The indifferent cold damp 
weather during the early part of the year resulted in the greens being slow and bumpy 
making the putting trickier than usual. Czeslaw Kruk however mastered the greens 
and proved to be a worthy champion with the remarkable score of 41 points to win 
the Tony Thorpe Trophy. In second place with a score of 36 points on a count back 
was Tony Hunt who won the BGCS Seniors’ Trophy. Third place, also on 36 points , 
was Bill Druce who won the John Hanna Trophy. Willie Tanner was in fourth place 
with a creditable score of 35 points. The scratch prize was won by Chris Walker.
The Centenary Captain of Coxmoor G C, Simon Woodward, spoke after the meal 
welcoming Society members to the club and the prizes were presented by BGCS 
member and former Walker Cup player Alec Shepperson 

It seems there has been a breakdown 
in communications between certain 
sections North of the Border and the 
Editors of Through the Green as Scottish 
News has not featured in the last three 
issues. So in an effort to put matters in 
order a recent report is included in this 
issue.

 In the Scottish Matchplay last year, 
Willie Tanner beat Ian Nalder in the 
final  by 2 & 1, which was played on the 
Queen’s Course, Gleneagles. Nice to see 
someone from the Moray area featuring 
in the final after a bit of a gap.
The Society’s team were beaten into 
second place in the 2012 Musselburgh 
Challenge by one stroke by the R&A. 
However, the position was reversed in 
the 2013 event with the team of John 
Rigg and Scott Patrick plus John Still 
and Willie Tanner. with a combined 
hickory score of 89. The BGCS team has 
a formidable record in this event over 
the fourteen years, having twice won, 
been second five times and a further 
four times in third. 
For many of you who may not know, 
John Rigg (originator of the Scottish 
Hickory Championships in 1985) was 
born in Shanghai and interned by the 
Japanese for two and a half years. In 
recognition of John’s contribution in 
research and gifting of  memorabilia of 
his late father’s sporting achievements 

From the  Hon.Treasurer 

Would all members please note that 
they should destroy any blank copies of 
applications they have and download 
new ones from the web site. There are 
quite a few applications being received 
with the old rates on them and also with 
cheques for the wrong amount. It is a 
bit embarrassing having to write for an 
extra fiver or uS$10 etc.

to the Club. John was also given a replica 
of his father’s iconic black rugby shirt 
bearing the Imperial Five-Toed Chinese 
Dragon logo, which is now being 
marketed as a fashion item by Shanghai 
Tang of Hong Kong. In return, John 
presented the Club with a number of 
items of memorabilia and, thanks to 
Andy Irvine, Manager of the British and 
Irish Lions, a Lions shirt signed by both 
Andy and Warren Gatland, the Tour 
Coach, plus a further fourteen Scottish  
Lions of yesteryear.

Centenary Match v Trentham G C  from l to r Mandy Ambert, Lesley Bradley, 
Keith Hodgkinson,  Julie Wright,  Captain David Kirkwood , Carolyn Kirk. 

and Geoff Marks
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The Danish Golf Museum

Hans Erik Duschek-Hansen, President of the Danish Golf Historical Society tells  us why the 
museum is well worth a visit

In 2012 it is twenty-five years since the Danish Golf 
Museum was founded. The idea of   creating a golf 
museum in Denmark first appears in an article 
by Denmark’s renowned golf course architect 

Frederick Dreyer. In 1978 he writes in Golf magazine 
that the idea is to seek a Danish golf museum estab-
lished, and as a beginning all are invited to participate 
in creating a collection that will eventually form the 
basis for the creation of a real museum.

It took nine years before something happened. In 
1984 physician Eric Halling from Vejle was invited 
to attend the Open Championship, which that year 
was held at St. Andrews in Scotland. After his return 
the idea of   a Danish golf museum would not escape 
Eric Halling. Inspired by the many golf historical 
experiences he had in Scotland - Old Course, the old 
clubhouse and especially the little golf museum in the 
clubhouse - he was convinced that also in Denmark 
there was the basis for collecting and preserving the 
early history of “the noble art of golf.” (The British Golf 
Museum, now located behind St. Andrews clubhouse, 
had not yet been built). He tried to persuade several 
golf clubs to add rooms to a “Danish Golf Museum”, 
but without success and eventually became aware that 
he wanted a golf museum. He persuaded his wife to 
clear a “party room” (40 m2) in the basement of his 
own home - and stated in the September 1987 that “The 
Danish Golf Museum” was now a reality. - And that it 
was open by appointment.

One might be tempted to compare with the museum 
in St. Andrews: Both were located in private property, 
both in one large room, both were golf museums, of 
which only the Danish was open to the public. But 
what separated was that The British Golf Museum 
had global interest, while the Danish could only be 
of interest to a small number of “golf history freaks”. 
So far it was a question mostly of items brought home 
from St. Andrews, old books, awards, clubs and balls 
donated by friendly golfing friends. Halling quickly 
realized that a private museum would be hard pressed 
to survive financially and he decided to create a sup-
port group - free of private economic interests and 

guided by an independent board. In addition he invited 
two golfing friends to join him, Søren Berggreen 
and Jan Skanderup. In January 1988 they established 
“Association Danish Golf Museum”.  Halling became 
the Chairman, Skanderup was Vice- Chairman and 
Berggreen was Hon. Secretary. Now things happened 
quickly. The country’s golf clubs and D. G. u were con-
tacted and a steady stream of “golf antiques” found its 
way to Halling’s cellar. Especially older locals delivered 
scrapbooks, silver mugs, scorecards and protocols. The 
small museum collection began to become fuller and 
fuller yet nothing was still happening.

From the Basement to the Backyard
Now Søren Berggren took over. As the owner of an old 
city house he was able to offer an excellent rear building 
with a beautiful front courtyard. Here was the museum 
board in the process of arranging a better framework 
for the museum and Sunday the 10th of May 1992 
inauguration took place attended by golf enthusiasts 
from around the country. With the establishment of 
the Danish Golf Museum in 1987 and now four years 
later it was the Continental Europe’s first golf museum 
situated in a charming courtyard in Grønnegade in 
Vejle. Eric Halling, Jan Skanderup and Søren Berggren 
had worked tirelessly to opening day, but the result was 
worth the effort. More than 150 people stood shoulder 
to shoulder in the small courtyard. Vejle Municipality 
sponsored the wine and canapés. Chairman Erik Halling 

Eric Halling, Jan Skanderupand Soren Berggren
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thanked everyone, especially Count Hans Schack, who 
had brought home a collection of club heads and rare 
items from the estate of the Honorary Professional at 
St Andrews, Laurie Auchterlonie. He lent the collection 
to the Danish Golf Museum which later was to become 
a distinguished gift and constituted an important 
part of the museum’s collection. Frederick Dreyer the 
course architect was also mentioned as he had given 
the museum material from his own private collection.

The President of  the Danish Golf  union Per 
Værndal, the Mayor of Vejle Karl Johan Mortensen, 
and former Culture Committee Chairman Peter Sikær 
did the unveiling of the golf museum’s nameplate. A 
very welcome suggestion was made by the then MP 
Flemming Hansen. In his speech he suggested Vejle 
Golf Club to organize a museum match. All funds 
raised by the match should go entirely to the Danish 
Golf Museum. This nice gesture continues today and 
gives very important economic support. The opening 
of the museum in Grønnegade was also led to increas-
ingly more and more members. Many golf clubs were 
supporting members and the Danish Golf union gave 
a nice annual grant. This grant, museum match in 
Vejle Golf Club and the many golf clubs’ financial sup-
port was and still is the economic foundation of the 
museum’s work.

Museum moves to Hotel
The positive trend continued and soon the backyard 
in Grønnegade proved too small for the ever-
expanding collection. Most importantly the Board 
found the backyard in Grønnegade was too remote 
for the audience to visit the museum. A few hundred 
visited the museum every year. It was decided to rent 
space elsewhere. The lease on Grønnegade had been 
without cost to the museum and Søren Berggren had 
in addition to paying the rent had paid for heat, light, 
and cleaning. Politicians were contacted about new 
opportunities and in the short term the idea was to 
move the museum to Nyborg, where the old ferry 
restaurant Knudshoved had fallen vacant following 
the inauguration of the bridge. A central location 
in the middle of the kingdom, but this was not that 
suitable. Help came in the form of a request from Willy 
Stolarczyk who brilliantly suggested the Munkebjerg 
Hotel as the new residence. Here there were a few 
square meters vacant after a refurbishment. The old 
Green Bar had been moved elsewhere in the building 
and the hotel had no immediate plans for the free 
space. The Museum Board approached the hotel and 
after a few conversations with one of the hotel owners, 
Director Hans Geschwendtner, the agreement was 
in place. So in 1995 the museum moved again. The 
agreement with the Munkebjerg Hotel was also very 

favourable because as it had been in Grønnegade 
the museum did not have to pay rent, heat or light. 

The Munkebjerg Hotel has been a helpful land-
lord and is always positive towards our wishes even 
though the hotel’s expansion has led to its own need 
for more space. The hotel’s goodwill combined with 
a magnificent donation from Mr Jens Linde Family 
Foundation has made it possible to organize new areas 
with new cabinets and better lighting. The increased 
space allowed the creation of the “Bear Cave” which 
houses a substantial portion of the items received as a 
donation from Thomas Bjorn (The Bear). The Thomas 
Bjorn Collection is displayed in a separate room and 
contains a large number of prizes and gifts which 
Thomas Bjorn has received through the years.
This donation included thirteen boxes containing 
many interesting things from one of the best Danish 
golfers of all time.  Mention of all the items would 
be too extensive here but the most spectacular 
treasure is a gift given by the Captain of the European 
Ryder Cup, Sam Torrance and his wife, Suzanne, 
to all twelve team members of the 2001 Ryder Cup 
team. It consists of a box silver flatware with each 
of players’ own autographs engraved on each piece. 
Dissemination of the donation from Thomas Bjorn 
and the donation of the autographs in the exhibition 
Autografoteca, along with countless donations are 
an excellent example of the help Svend K. Tholstrup 
has given to the museum throughout the years. It was 
therefore much deserved when Svend received DGu 
`s silver watch in 2009 for his efforts on behalf of the 
Danish Golf Museum. One reason for the move was 
that there were too few visitors and it is now very 
exciting that many more people find their way down 
deep in the hotel to visit the new exhibition, which 
is better and more narrative than in Grønnegade. 
The museum now has also international visitors 
from Scotland, Germany and Sweden and many 
of the hotel’s convention guests visit the museum.

Outward activity
As the Golf Museum became better known we 
received inquiries from outside - e.g. for an 
exhibition and especially for anniversaries. A great 
effort was made for Copenhagen Golf Club’s 100-year 
anniversary. They moved just several cars filled with 
historic golf  memorabilia and built a “Golf Museum 
branch” in the middle of the floor. It received many 
visitors and created in this way a good advertisement 
for the museum. Since then Fano Links celebrated 
its anniversary and we received a new request and 
were able to use the old historic clubhouse with a 
spectacular exhibition of “Golf in Fano in 100 years.”
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International Contacts
Swedish golf historians have paid us several visits 
and clearly planned to create a golf museum “across 
the Sound.” This came about in 2000 at Landskrona 
when representatives of the old golf museum were 
invited as honorary guests. Visits to both the British 
and American golf museums has been conducted 
on a private basis, while the Golf Museum in recent 
times the Chief Executive, P E Jensen has travelled 
to golf history conferences in Ireland and France.

The Collections Grow
In the first years in Halling’s cellar and at Grønnegade 
the collections were not very large. They consisted 
mainly of documents and prizes donated by golfers 
appreciated, they did not permit the museum to build 
up the collection according to specific needs and goals. 
It was very difficult to complete the assembly with 
all necessary items need to show the game’s history 
in some degree of completeness. At this stage of the 
museum’s history there was no money to go shopping 
or auction. As gifts from old players dwindled 
it became necessary to supplement with newly 
purchased items. The annual grant from the Danish 
Golf union and the recorded funds from museum 
match in Vejle Golf Club have thankfully made it 
possible to raise funds to make purchases. Today, with 
few exceptions, is the only shopping at auctions and 
from private collectors involved to a collection that 
is growing in both quantity and quality. From past to 
purchase 5-10 units a year, buys the museum today 
approx. 100 objects in approx. 80 different sellers.
Internet sales have meant incredible increase in 
supply, while the traditional auction houses have had 
difficulty obtaining adequate numbers and interesting 
things. The well-known auction houses such  Bonham’s 
and Mullock’s have reduced the number of golf 
auctions to approximately half the number it was ten 
years ago. The financial crisis has again had a deep 
impact as many collectors are waiting for the return 
to higher prices before they send items to the market.

The Museum’s Future
The museum’s immediate future looks bright. There 
is great enthusiasm in the Board and among the 
museum’s friends there are still many who support 
the museum. Individuals give a lot of voluntary help 
and Munkebjerg Hotel is still behind the museum. The 
Danish Golf Museum like most other Danish museums 
in recent years has growing problems. Prices of items 
purchased at auction continue to rise and if the 
museum should be able to ensure a timely collection 
it needs more money. Many Danish golf clubs and 
the Danish Golf union have fortunately realized 

that the museum is their responsibility and therefore 
offer year after year support through memberships 
and special contributions. unfortunately, more and 
more golf clubs in these years have felt the economic 
crisis and we fear this particular source may dry up, 
which would be disastrous for the museum. Therefore, 
the importance of clubs supporting the museum 
cannot be stressed enough and clubs are invited 
to continue to think positively about the museum.
Many individuals also contribute both by donations 
and membership and by just year after year showing 
up at the museum’s General Assembly supporting all 
the volunteers who have put and still put in  a lot of 
work in the exhibitions. This will ensure that the past 
will have a distinguished place in the present and in 
the future. Let us hope that this support will also be 
present in future. The museum has still major goals. 
As in past new exhibitions and new items will in the 
coming years replace each other. As before it continues 
to be exciting and interesting to visit the museum at 
Munkebjerg Hotel and enjoy the small and big changes 
and be allowed to look into a strange world which can 
only be created in a museum,  a world of clubs, balls, 
golf toys, pictures, clothing, tools and tees.  A world 
which only joint efforts can present and preserve.
Through all twenty-five years many visitors have 
written in the submitted guestbook. These express 
very accurately the many different impressions 
museum has given. “Funny,” “interesting,” “exciting,” 
“cosy,” “fantastic” are some of the words used. These 
positive greetings give us a good indication that our 
customers are happy with the Danish Golf Museum. 
They must also be in the future. It is the goal.
This story began with Erik Halling and will also 
end with Eric Halling by offering him a big ‘thank 
you’ and to all those who made it all possible.

Thomas Bjorn and the ‘Bear Corner’
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The book “Tom Morris of St Andrews: The Colossus 
of Golf ” by David Malcolm and Peter Crabtree 
was the product of years of research, draws 
on a cornucopia of sources and won awards 

for its scholarship and contribution to the history of golf. 
Prompted by Malcolm & Crabtree’s hope that their book 
would encourage further research, this article sheds further 
light on some of the topics they cover. unless otherwise 
indicated, “the authors” and “the biography” will refer 
to Malcolm & Crabtree and their book, and “Tom” and 
“Tommy” will refer to Tom Morris and Tom Morris Jnr.

The Reverend WW Tulloch
The only previous biography of Tom, The Life and Times of 
Tom Morris by the Reverend WW Tulloch, was published in 
1907 and was widely and, in general, favourably reviewed.1 

The authors’ suggestion that “Tulloch put little effort into his 
work” perhaps has some justification since most of the book 
had been previously published in Golfing2 and it includes 
lengthy extracts from newspapers and other publications.3 In 
his favour Tulloch’s long-standing association with St Andrews 
and acquaintance with Tom made him an appropriate person 
to be his first biographer.

William Weir Tulloch was born in 1846 in Dundee and 
went to live in St Andrews in 1854 when his father John 
Tulloch was appointed Principal and Professor of Theology 
at the university. He was educated at Madras College4 and 
then St Andrews university, graduating MA in 1868 and BD 
in 1871. He was a member of the university golf club and also 
the Thistle Golf Club, of which Tom was an Honorary Member 
and sat on its council.5 Tulloch later became a member of the 
R&A and appears as one of the 191 individual portraits in 
Wardlow’s painting “Medal Day” depicting A J Balfour driving 
in as Captain in 1894. He partnered Tom in a golf match on 
at least one recorded occasion6, no doubt there were others. 
He was assistant to Dr A K H Boyd7 at St Andrews prior to his 
ordination in 1871, after which his ministerial career took him 
first to Kelso and then in 1877 to Glasgow, where he remained 
as minister of Maxwell Parish Church until his resignation 
in 1901.

Tulloch was a favourite preacher of Queen Victoria and 
was her guest at Balmoral.8  On the death of his father in 1886 
the Queen wrote him a letter of condolence9. His second wife 
was the daughter of Dr John Adamson, an early pioneer of 
photography; she possessed a collection of her father’s calo-
types some of which appeared in Golf Illustrated. He was editor 
of the Scots Magazine and his other books included The Story 
of the Life of Queen Victoria, which was revised by the Queen 
herself. The 1911 census of England & Wales finds him in Wem, 
Shropshire, living with a live-in male nurse and the nurse’s 
wife, but still planning another book. 10 He was to end his days 
living alone at Murray Royal Asylum in Perth, where it was 
said “those of the higher classes who could pay for it were well 
lodged and cared for as they could be in a palace”.

Tulloch and his father were both prominent members of 
the establishment despite scandal in their family in the recent 
past. Tulloch’s grandfather the Reverend William Weir Tulloch 
was minister of the Parish of Tibbermuir, near Perth. When 
in 1832 he was first presented to the parish his Tory political 
opponents objected to his appointment, on the grounds that 
his marriage was “irregular” because no banns had been read. 
The minister who had conducted the ceremony in Edinburgh 
in 1822 attested that a certificate of banns had been produced, 
but this must have been a forgery for the Reverend Tulloch 
Snr. subsequently admitted that there had been an irregular-
ity. After confessing his sorrow and being admonished he 
was then permitted to take up his post11. The reason for his 
irregular marriage in a place far from the bride’s parish is clear, 
for his son John Tulloch and his twin brother Francis were 
born barely six months after the ceremony.

For twelve years Rev Tulloch Snr, with his liberal views, 
served his parishioners well. Then one night in December 
1844 he did not return home from Perth market. He had 
absconded leaving behind a note of resignation for the Clerk 
of Presbytery. Through forged bills he had run up debts of 
£3,000 and one of these bills fell due for payment the next day. 
He fled to Liverpool from where he embarked for America on 
the USS United States, a fast packet-ship bound for New York; 
an officer was sent after him but had to give up after a fruitless 
pursuit in a hired steamer. The packet-ship never reached its 

John Henderson

Has  some interest ing  fur ther  research on thi s  subject

Tom Morris of St Andrews
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destination and none of the crew and passengers were seen 
again, the only conclusion being that the ship had been lost 
at sea.12

Baptism
Turning now to topics from the new biography we start with 
Tom’s baptism. The authors say that the Reverend Dr Buist 
performed the ceremony in the Church of St Salvator, with 
Professor Haldane in attendance. They question why Buist 
should have officiated, given that “he was not a regular preacher 
in that pulpit” and suggest that he did it through a golfing 
bond of friendship with Tom’s father John, with whom they 
say he had played many a match on the links. While this is one 
plausible theory the actual reason is more straightforward.

At that time the town of St Andrews was embraced by 
two parishes. The Parish of St Andrews covered most of the 
town, nearby villages and the surrounding country; two-thirds 
of the 5,000 parishioners lived in the town, at the centre of 
which was sited the Parish Church of Holy Trinity with seat-
ing for 2,200. The Parish of St Leonards was much smaller 
and comprised several disjoined parts of the town and some 
farmlands, mostly owned by the university and lying outside 
the town; about half of the 500 parishioners lived in the town 
and, because their old parish church was in a ruinous state, the 
university had allowed them to use its Chapel of St Salvator, 
with seating for 500, as their parish church.13.

The authors wrongly believe that John Morris and his 
family were parishioners of St Leonards for in truth they 
belonged to the Parish of St Andrews, as confirmed by Tom’s 
baptism being recorded in the register of that parish. Haldane 
and Buist were ministers of the first and second charges of the 
Parish of St Andrews so it is no surprise that Buist preached 
regularly in the church, Holy Trinity, where he baptised Tom. 
The biography paints a charming picture of a Sunday morning 
procession of St Leonards parishioners, including the Morris 
family, emerging from houses all along North Street in answer 
to the summons of the bell of the Church of St Salvator. Given 
the small number of St Leonards parishioners distributed 
within the town it is unlikely that there ever was such a proces-
sion, and if there was then the Morris family would have taken 
no part in it.

School
Tulloch writes that Tom attended Madras College but the 
authors say this is unlikely because Tom would have reached 
the normal school leaving age of ten or eleven before the new 
school opened in October 1833. Perhaps greater credence 
should be given to Tulloch for he had known Tom for over 
forty years by the time his book was published and it is 
unlikely that in all that time the subject of their schooldays in 
St Andrews did not come up in conversation.

Madras College was founded in August 1831 when Dr 
Andrew Bell and the Town Council reached agreement on 

using Bell’s endowment of £60,000 to fund a new school 
which would use his Madras system of teaching. This school 
was created by merging the English and Grammar schools, 
control of which passed from the Town Council to the trustees 
of Madras College but with the salaries of the two principal 
masters continuing to be paid by the Town Council. Dr Bell’s 
endowment provided funds for a building to accommodate 
the new school, but until this was completed teaching contin-
ued in the existing two buildings which were both in a poor 
state. In 1833 the part of the new building to accommodate 
the pupils from the English school, which Tom attended, was 
completed, that for the Grammar school would follow later.14

Thus in 1831, a few months after Tom’s tenth birthday, 
Madras College had been formed and the master of the 
English school was placed under the direction of its Trustees. 
He would surely have encouraged John Morris, if he needed 
any persuasion, to keep his son on at school since education 
would continue to be available at an affordable cost. For 
Tom to leave school then would not have been an appealing 
prospect. Boys usually had to be fourteen before they could be 
indentured as an apprentice, and while his father could teach 
Tom how to use the hand-loom that craft was in decline. It 
is probable that John Morris was by then working also as a 
letter carrier to augment a reduced income from weaving. The 
authors say that following his wife’s death in 1842 John disman-
tled his looms and was said “to have become a letter carrier for 
the fledgling Post Office”. They appear to have deduced this 
from the common mistake of assuming that the Post Office 
was created by Rowland Hill’s reforms of around 1840, when 
in fact the Post Office in Scotland had been in existence long 
before that, having been united with that of England under 
one Postmaster-General in 1710.15 Although weaving was his 
trade the townsfolk were more likely to remember John Morris 
as a familiar figure in uniform going about the town than as a 
weaver working in solitude in his cottage.

The book offers no suggestion as to what Tom might have 
done in the years between leaving school at ten or eleven and 
starting employment, so the most plausible explanation is 
that he continued his education at Madras College during this 
period. Thomas Milton, a provost of St Andrews, was said to 
have been the first pupil to enrol at Madras College16 and it 
may have been there that he formed a lasting friendship with 
Tom, older by two years and to whom he was later to give 
financial assistance for the purchase of 6 Pilmour Links.
The conditions under which Tom was educated at the 
English school do not appear to be of the best. One of the 
elders of Holy Trinity Church in 1821 was “James Smith, 
first master of the English and Arithmetical School.”17 He 
had already used the Madras method of teaching in the 
English school for in 1811 it was written18 that Smith “by 
making the children tutors to each other, superintends 
the education of 200 children without an usher.”
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Marriage
Tom was married in 1844 by Dr Ferrie, minister of the 
Parish of Kilconquhar. The authors suggest that Tom knew 
Ferrie sufficiently well to ask him to conduct his marriage 
service. Tom would certainly come into contact with Ferrie 
as a customer in Allan Robertson’s shop, where marriage 
would figure prominently in the conversation that summer, 
widower Allan marrying in Edinburgh just three weeks 
before Tom’s marriage in St Andrews.The ceremony was 
held at St Mary’s Church, recently built to cope with the 
expanding number of parishioners of St Andrews, so it is 
likely that Haldane and Buist, who were still the ministers of 
the parish, would be grateful that Ferrie was willing to act in 
their place on that Friday.

It might be thought that Ferrie would not be welcome in 
the shop. When Allan’s father David died in 1836 Ferrie owed 
him £4 17s 6d and the biography implies that this debt was 
written off because it was “considered good” by the adminis-
trator of the estate.19 If this was so one might suppose that this 
would rankle with Allan, but “considered good” meant that it 
was possible to recover the debt and that it should therefore 
be included in the total value of the estate, for the purposes of 
assessing the stamp duty. There were other debts totalling £35 
19s 10d which were deemed to be irrecoverable because the 
debtors were abroad or their whereabouts were unknown. We 
can reasonably assume that Ferrie paid his debt to the estate, 
Allan in his pawky way would ensure that this was achieved 
amicably.

The future was not so happy for Ferrie. Three years later 
in 1847 his son Robert, serving in the 13th Bengal Infantry, 
and his wife of six months were drowned in the river Ganges 
while en route to join his regiment.20 The year after came the 
death of Ferrie’s wife, the daughter of Professor McCormick 
of St Andrews university. Then in 1850 Ferrie and his son 
William were both declared bankrupt. In the sequestration 
notice21 of two meetings of his creditors at Christie’s Royal 
Hotel in St Andrews, Ferrie was described as a “Grazier and 
Cattle dealer”, apparently two sources of income, from church 
and university, had not been sufficient for his needs. On the 
7th of June Ferrie died at his manse in Kilconquhar, three 
days before the second creditor’s meeting. His son William 
minister of the Free Church in Anstruther, who was described 
as a “Dealer in Shares and Print Seller” in his sequestration 
proceedings22, emigrated to Canada and continued his career 
in the Presbyterian church, latterly in New York State, until 
his death in 1903.

It is interesting to note that, had Ferrie not died at that 
time, Charles Blair Macdonald would not have come to study 
at St Andrews university and acquire his lifelong obsession 
with golf. Ferrie’s Chair of Civil History fell vacant upon his 
death and the Patron, the Marquis of Ailsa, in whose gift 
the chair was, conferred it upon Dr William Macdonald, 
the grandfather of Charles and with whom he lived while a 
student at St Andrews.

Margaret Drinnan
The authors’ contention that the writers of some accounts of 
the death of Tommy’s wife Margaret are “romantic and fanci-
ful” justifiably applies to J K Robertson (JKR) and his 1975 
article in the St Andrews Citizen of which he was the editor. It 
is unwarranted in the case of the Reverend Boyd, then the first 
minister of the Parish of St Andrews, who describes waiting 
in Tommy’s house upon his return from North Berwick.23 The 
authors take exception to his describing Margaret as “that 
fine girl (she was no more)” because, as they correctly point 
out, she was “no young lass”. Boyd knew she was a mature 
woman but he is using hyperbole, exaggerating her youth, to 
emphasise the tragedy of her death; he used the same device 
when referring to the first wife of Rev Tulloch as “the poor 
girl” on her death at the age of twenty-six shortly after giving 
birth.24 The authors cavill, with justification, about Tommy’s 
house being described as “little” but they incorrectly attribute 
this to Boyd when the word was used by JKR.

The authors say that there “remains confusion about the 
correct spelling” of Margaret’s maiden name but this is largely 
of their own making. On Margaret’s tombstone her name is 
spelt “Drennen” but the authors assert that it is “Drennan”. 
Her entry in the Parish Register of Baptism gives her name 
as “Drinnan” while the authors maintain that it is recorded as 
“Drinnen”. Which, if any, of these four spellings is the correct 
one?
The parish and statutory records in the nineteenth century 
were hand-written and often difficult to read. To facilitate 
searching of these records they have been indexed by surname, 
as determined by experts in reading the handwriting of the 
time. The records of Margaret’s baptism, her parents’ mar-
riage, the birth of her illegitimate daughter, her entry in the 
1851 census and her marriage to Tommy are all indexed by the 
same surname “Drinnan”, surely ample evidence that this is 
the correct spelling. Two other records are indexed by different 
spellings which are erroneous. In the 1871 census Margaret is 
indexed by the surname “Drinnen”. She was a live-in servant 
in a large household in Edinburgh and either her employer 
spelled her name incorrectly or the census enumerator intro-
duced an error in transcribing the employer’s census return. 
The record of her death is indexed by the name “Drennan”. 
Her father-in-law Tom registered her death and probably had 
only heard her name spoken, not written down; “Drennan” 
and “Drinnan” are similar-sounding Anglicized variants of the 
same Gaelic Irish name.25 Further supporting evidence is that 
in the 1871 census of Scotland there were 129 persons named 
“Drinnan”, 152 named “Drennan”, a single person named 
“Drinnen” (Margaret was the only person in Scotland with 
this name), and nobody with the name “Drennen”.

The authors plead “did no one in the Morris family know 
how to spell her name?” One might well ask why they did not 
check more carefully the sources that were available to them 
and avoid a mistake which has now been propagated widely.

               tom morris  
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Tommy’s Last Big Match
The authors include an account of the famous match played 
in 1875 between the amateur Arthur Molesworth and Tommy, 
who took up Molesworth’s challenge that he would play any 
professional on receipt of a third. Hutchison has it the other 
way round namely that his fellow member at Westward Ho! 
had responded to Tommy’s standing challenge to play any 
amateur with these same odds.27 The following announce-
ment of the match appeared in The Scotsman on the 12th of 
November

“Match for £50 a side -A match for £50 has, we believe, been 
arranged between Mr Molesworth, of Westward Ho, and 
Tom Morris jun, to be played over St Andrews Links towards 
the end of this month. The conditions are that twelve rounds 
of the green be played, on six consecutive days and that £25 
be awarded to the winner of the greatest number of holes, and 
£25 to the winner of most rounds.”

Four days later The Scotsman confirmed that the match would 
start on Monday the 29th of November. With the course closed 
on Sundays, six consecutive days play was only possible with a 
Monday start. In the event the match did not commence until 
Tuesday the 30th, with a revised schedule of two rounds each 
day, no play on Thursday and Sunday and with the final day’s 
play on the following Tuesday. What was the reason for this 
change? The authors say that Thursday was a rest day but make 
no suggestion as to why this break should have been necessary. 
The answer is supplied by the match report in The Scotsman 
of Thursday the 2nd  of December, which ends with “There will 
be no play to-day as it is the Fast-Day in St Andrews.” It seems 
that the authors had misread “Fast-Day” as “Rest-Day”.

It was the the custom of the Church of Scotland to set 
aside sacramental Fast Days on which church-goers prepared 
themselves for taking Holy Communion a few days later. Fast 
Days were treated in the same way as a Sunday, and were a 
day of rest reserved for prayer and church worship. They were 
not held on the same days across Scotland, the choice of days 
being left to each parish. When Charles Blair Macdonald was a 
student at St Andrews in the early 1870s the course was closed 
on Fast Days28 and it is unlikely that this would have changed 
by 1875. Tom Morris always refused to play golf on a Fast Day29 

and if the course had been open that Thursday Tommy would 
have gone against his father’s beliefs should he have played.

It seems that it was only after Captain Molesworth and his 
son Arthur, a youth of no more than eighteen, had travelled up 
from Devon to St Andrews that it was realised that Thursday 
was a Fast Day and the schedule had to be hastily rearranged, 
a change which had significant consequences for the match. 
under the original plan only Saturday, the sixth day, would 
have been affected by the first fall of snow. The rearranged 
schedule extended play to the following Monday and Tuesday, 
by when conditions had greatly deteriorated with further 
snow falls. The Scotsman30 reported that on the Monday 
“Morris did not wish to play, but Mr Molesworth would not 

consent to delay, and the game was gone on with.” It would be 
understandable for Arthur to wish to play on, the finish of the 
match having already been put back three days and his plans 
for returning to Devon disrupted. One can only speculate 
on Tommy’s reason for preferring a postponement, he may 
have felt the conditions did not make it a fair test of golf or he 
may have been feeling the effect of the cold and snow. It was 
reported31 that Tommy was able to cope better than Arthur in 
getting his approach shot to land and then remain within the 
circles cleared of snow around the holes, and this may have 
given him a significant advantage. It seems ironic, coming as 
he did from a religious family, that a Fast Day was the indirect 
cause of Tommy spending an extra two days out on the links in 
harsh conditions which some say weakened him and hastened 
his early death.

The authors take issue with Tulloch over his account of 
the match. They accept that Tulloch correctly points out 
an error in what was probably the most widely-read golf 
book of the time, Hutchison’s Golf, which describes it as a 
three-day match.32 On the other hand they say that Tulloch’s 
account of the match is incorrect because it differs from that 
in The Scotsman; one could with equal justification assert the 
opposite, since Tulloch was working from notes written by JG 
Denham, who was holding the stakes and was present at every 
hole of the match.

Davie Strath
The authors devote two pages of their book to the Open 
Championship of 1876 in which Davie Strath lost, unfairly 
they believe, to Bob Martin. On the Saturday they were tied 
for the lead after the two rounds of the competition had been 
completed and a play-off was set for the Monday; the report 
in The Times of what happened read as follows

“Golf - St Andrews, Monday Night. - The golf champion-
ship was decided this forenoon in favour of Bob Martin, 
St Andrews, who tied with Davie Strath, North Berwick, 
for the first place. Strath, however, it is said, had infringed 
one of the rules by playing up to one of the putting greens 
before another competing couple had played out, and hit-
ting a spectator, and the question was referred to the General 
Council of the Royal Ancient Golf Club. The tie was to have 
been played off to-day under protest, but Strath refused to 
play with this restriction until the question was decided, and 
Martin walked over the course. Besides the custody of the 
trophy for a year, Martin gets a small medal in memento of 
his victory and a small medal prize of £10. Strath is awarded 
the second prize of £5. To-day a well-contested single, which 
attracted no little interest, came off between Tom Morris, St. 
Andrews, and William Park, Mussleburgh.33 The game, which 
was a round reckoned by strokes, was halved. Each scored 
92 strokes. The weather was showery and the green heavy.”

The alleged infringement occurred when Strath played his 
third shot to the 17th green; at that time three strokes were 
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normally required to reach this green from the tee. The St 
Andrews Citizen reported that Strath’s ball struck someone 
near the hole “which checked its further career (otherwise it 
would have been on the road)”. The authors contend that there 
was no rule at that time prohibiting golfers from playing to the 
green before it was clear, that Strath’s “only sin was a possible 
breach of etiquette” and that his ball striking someone on the green 
was “the rub of the green”. The R&A Rules as revised in 1875 
applied at the 1876 Open and conclusively show that, if proven, 
Strath would have been in breach of Rule 2, which includes 
the following

“When two parties meet on the putting-green, the party first 
there may claim the privilege of holing out; and any party 
coming up must wait till the other party has played out the 
hole, and on no account play their balls up, lest they should 
annoy the parties who are putting.”

Strath would have played at St Andrews under this rule 
throughout his professional career, it having been there since 
1858 when the R&A Rules were last revised. Other competitors 
reportedly infringed this rule as a consequence of the conges-
tion on the course, so Strath was perhaps unlucky in that he 
was the only one to be reported. On the other hand, if Strath’s 
ball had rolled onto the road he would have struggled to get 
down in two and Martin might have won outright and received 
full credit for his win, instead of having it tarnished by win-
ning through Strath’s refusal to participate in the play-off.
The authors assert that after the 1876 Open Strath, who had 
just been appointed Custodian of the Green at North Berwick, 
never played in St Andrews again. They do not offer evidence 
to support this dramatic statement but it is readily disproved. 
In October 1877 Strath played Bob Fergusson of Musselburgh 
in a £50 a-side match of four rounds.34 Davie was four holes up 
after the first two rounds at Musselburgh. The final two rounds 
were played at St Andrews in front of over 400 spectators, 
with Bob Martin acting as fore caddy. Fergusson squared the 
match in the third round and there was a tense finish as Davie 
sank a three-foot putt on the last hole to halve the match.
Fergusson was to go on to win the first of three consecutive 
Opens in 1880 while Strath’s fate was to die of consumption in 
Melbourne in 1879, having fallen ill when the ship carrying him 
there got caught up amongst icebergs. His unmarked grave 
was located a few years ago and, with David Malcolm there as 
the representative from St Andrews, a gravestone was erected 
in 2006 with an inscription which lauds him as “Champion 
Golfer”, a title that he never achieved while living. Bob Martin 
was not admired like Strath for his style yet he won the Open 
again at St Andrews in 1888 by outscoring the largest field to 
date. He too was to fall victim to consumption and died in 1917.

Two Deaths
In 1903 two famous contemporaries died within a few weeks 
of each other, and the accounts given by the authors of these 
events can only be described as fanciful. They have it that on 
the 7th of June 1903 David Honeyman “came back from the 

Links in the late afternoon had a heart attack and died in his 
home”. His death certificate shows that he died at 10.20am that 
Sunday as a result of accidentally drinking liquid ammonia, 
the circumstances of which were reported in The Scotsman

“DEATH OF ST ANDREWS LINKS FOREMAN -Many 
golfers who knew Tom Morris’s right-hand man, David 
Honeyman, will regret to learn of his death yesterday morning 
by misadventure. Honeyman’s wife keeps a laundry, and being 
in the habit of using liquid ammonia for washing purposes, 
she had a bottle of it standing in one of her receptacles. David, 
believing that the bottle contained another liquid, poured out a 
glass and drank it up before he discovered his mistake. It acted 
immediately on both stomach and lungs, and the poor man died 
within an hour. Honeyman was verging on seventy years of age, and 
had been in the employment of the Royal and Ancient Golf Club for 
upwards of thirty years.”

Their account of the death of Willie Park on Saturday the 
25th of July 1903 is even more bizarre. They assert that “On 
the day that Willie Park lay dying in Musselburgh, Tom was 
having his portrait painted in Edinburgh. He was staying in 
Georgian splendour ... in the home of Professor and Mrs Tait.” 
This cannot be true because Sir George Reid’s portrait was 
finished earlier that year and had been exhibited in April at 
The New Gallery in London 35 ; also by July 1903 Professor 
Tait had been dead for two years. After this shaky start things 
get worse for the authors who  then say that on the Monday 
morning Tom must have read of Park’s death in The Scotsman 
which they then misquote as follows

“Park- at Laurel Bank, Levenhall, Musselburgh on 28th inst., 
Wm Park sen. aged 70 yrs; deeply regretted. Funeral tomor-
row (Tuesday) at 3 p.m. to Inveresk Churchyard. Friends 
omitted. Please accept this intimation, not invitation.”

The authors then go on to say that Tom would wonder why “he 
could not even pay his last respects” to his old adversary. In 
fact the last line of the death notice as printed in the paper read 
“Friends omitted, please accept this intimation and invitation.”, 
eight words which politely notify those friends, who had not 
been already contacted, of Park’s death and invite them to the 
funeral. Variations of this sentence were common in death 
notices of that time, five years later the announcement of Tom’s 
death in The Scotsman would finish with the abrupt but more 
inclusive line “This is the only intimation and invitation”. For 
whatever reason, the authors have misquoted the last sentence 
so badly that it leads to a radically different interpretation of 
the phrase “Friends omitted”. Pressing on, they describe Tom 
looking for and finding Willie’s obituary that Monday, “tucked 
away at the bottom of page four, a mere few inches of column 
space following after the results of Hansel Mondays play at 
Kilspindie ... With no heading, no preamble” 
The original article as it appeared in The Scotsman is below, 
as quoted in the book it has been shortened and reworded.

““Death of W Park, Sen. - On Saturday afternoon the death 
occurred at his residence in Musselburgh of Willie Park, 
sen. The deceased, who was seventy years of age, had up till 
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nine years ago followed the trade of a clubmaker, first at 
Musselburgh, then at North Berwick, and after 1875 at 
Musselburgh. He came to the front in the golfing world 
as a noted match player. When 21 years old he played 
his first great match against old Tom Morris for £50 
a-side, which the Musselburgh man won. In 1882 the 
pair again met, when old Tom Morris was the victor. In 
1860 he won the championship belt at Prestwick, and in 
1883 at the same place he again won, when he claimed 
the trophy. He secured two further championships at 
Prestwick in 1866 and 1875. The deceased is survived 
by four sons and three daughters, all of whom have 
taken to golf.”

This “obituary” provokes the authors into saying “Surely Willie 
Park deserved more of an accolade and one feels a sense of 
outrage across the years at the press rooms of the golfing 
scribes of the time. Doubtless Tom experienced the same 
sense of anger.” Their outrage is unjustified, the article quoted 
above was not an obituary but a short news item. The next 
day a lengthy obituary appeared in The Scotsman, taking first 
place in the Golfing Topics section; another fullsome obituary 
appeared in The Glasgow Herald and brief news items on Park’s 
death appeared in The Manchester Guardian and The Times. 
Although his state of health had prevented Park from playing 
golf for the last fifteen years the newspapers had not forgotten 
him. The Scotsman obituary commended his son Willie for the 
devotion he had shown to his father through his long years of 
weak health. What would Willie Park Jnr have made of the 
claim that he barred his father’s friends from attending his 
funeral?

Rockwood
In the introduction of their book the authors say of Tom that 
they “have laid to rest some of the myths perpetuated and 
embellished over the years” and one instance of this is where 
they question the reasons given in Tulloch’s book for Tom’s 
robust health.

Tulloch in his book quotes a story which ‘Rockwood’ a 
“well-known sporting writer” told of Tom in his Reminiscences 
of West Country Golf. He told how, in the early sixties when 
Tom was green- keeper at Prestwick “We recollect a gentleman 
... shouting out one cold, frosty morning that there was a man 
on the beach trying hard to drown himself but it was only Tom 
“breaking the ice to enjoy his usual morning dip in the sea, for 
he made a practice of bathing all the year round, notwithstand-
ing the state of the atmosphere.” Further, ‘Rockwood’ said that 
Tom’s “wonderful state of preservation” was attributable to this 
daily dip, his habit of “sleeping with his window down a foot at 
the top” and “the natural exercise of his calling”.

The authors say that “It is from this passage in Rockwood’s 
book that the claim of Tom’s “usual morning dip in the sea 
comes” and cast doubt on its veracity. They say that it would 
be more plausible if ‘Rockwood’ had not written about Tom 
“breaking the ice” since there was a “minimal chance of the 
sea freezing” because of the warming effect of the Gulf Stream. 

Perhaps this was not so unlikely for in 2010 ice floes formed 
on the inshore waters of the Solway Firth,36 or was this just a 
consequence of global warming?

What credence can be given to ‘Rockwood’, whom the 
authors, on the basis of this single specimen of his writing, 
describe as “somewhat fanciful”? “Rockwood” was the pen-
name of Thomas Dykes, born in 1850 at Dundonald, Ayrshire, 
the son of a farmer. He attended Irvine Academy and while 
still at school embarked on his literary career by contributing 
to the Ayrshire Advertiser. At that time he was living fewer 
than ten miles from Prestwick where Tom and Dykes’ contem-
porary Tommy were living. His claim to “recollect” the story 
about Tom is almost certainly valid since it would have been 
circulating locally when he was a youth.

His subsequent career shows him to be a reliable source. 
He studied law but his love of animals and sport led him to a 
career in sporting journalism. He had a first hand knowledge 
of horses, hunting, shooting, angling, curling, golf and yacht-
ing and contributed to all the leading journals and newspapers 
on these subjects. He was the original editor of the Clydesdale 
Horse Society of Great Britain and Ireland and drew up their 
first stud-books. His writings on horse-breeding were recog-
nised as pioneering work and for a while he was secretary of 
the London Cart Horse Parade Society. He published a number 
of books, some containing short, light-hearted fictional stories 
with a sporting background for which he provided authentic 
details. A typical example is a story about a young man taking 
a day-trip on the train from Glasgow one Fast Day to play golf 
with a minister.37

The authors cast further doubt on the truth of Tom’s 
daily bathing habit by saying that it would have attracted an 
audience of tourists and caddies. They discount Tulloch who 
adds from personal experience that Tom “ kept up his bathing 
habits at St Andrews, and I was fortunate enough for a short 
time each summer to be one along with him of a happy and 
healthy before-breakfast bathers” This early time would make 
it very unlikely that there would be any tourists present.

Regarding Tom’s sleeping habits, the authors say that 
Tulloch tops “Rockwood” when he recollects that his bed-
room window was usually more than a foot down and on one 
occasion “quite halfway down”. It is not clear if Tulloch was 
exaggerating, it depends upon what he meant by halfway. If 
the upper sash was halfway down the length of its travel then 
at most one quarter of the window’s height would be exposed 
to the elements, at most a modest eighteen inches, for the same 
window can be seen today above Tom’s old shop, now operated 
by the St Andrews Links Trust.

Finally, the authors cast doubt on whether Tom was being 
truthful when he told Tulloch that one morning he woke to 
find “himself lying with a coverlet of snow over his bedspread” 
and even suggest that Tom himself was “a great maker of 
myths”.

At the same time as suggesting claims made by others are 
myths the authors create one of their own. It is apparent that 
their only source for the story by “Rockwood” was Tulloch. 
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unbeknown to them, Tulloch was quoting from an 1897 issue 
of the journal Golf 38 which had reprinted a recent article by 
Dykes in the Glasgow Evening News. The authors wrongly 
assumed that Tulloch was quoting from a book, appended a 
plausible publication date of 1904 and added a non-existent 
book to their secondary sources, to the confusion of this 
reader and no doubt others. 

The Death of  Tom Morr i s
David Malcolm provided an earlier version of the circum-
stances of Tom’s accidental death in One Hundred Years New39 

which read as follows
“He made full use of his honorary membership and 

habitually followed his daily exercise with a glass of Black 
Strap stout and three whiskies in the company of his fel-
low members. If the conversation was convivial, he could 
easily be persuaded to linger over a few more glasses.
It was on just such an ordinary occasion in May 1908, 
that he mistook the door to the basement of the club for 
the entrance to the toilet and fell heavily down the stairs. 
He died later that day in the town’s Memorial Hospital”

In those days a glass of whisky in the club was half a gill, 
10 measures to a bottle40, so it could be inferred that Tom had 
been drinking heavily. The authors some six years later tell a 
different story in their biography

“It being a Sunday, there would be no Black Strap at the New 
Club, as the licensing laws of the time forbade the consump-
tion of alcohol on the Sabbath to all but bona fide travellers. 
They (Tom and his friends) would take a cup of tea and watch 
the usual ‘Sunday-best’ parade of the citizenry on the Old 
Course. At about 4 o’clock Tom rose to make his way to the 
lavatory. Tom must have made the short walk hundreds of 
times, yet that day he turned left, opening the cellar door. It 
was a mistake that any absent-minded old man could have 
made, a momentary lapse of concentration or befuddlement, 
after rising from a soft seat in the warm afternoon sunshine.”

There are two things wrong with this new version. First, there 
was no prohibition on the drinking of alcohol on Sunday; the 
Scottish licensing laws of that time forbade the sale of alcohol 
by licensed premises on Sunday, not its consumption as the 
authors have it. Hotels were exempt in that they could sell 
alcohol on Sunday to travellers, which led to some abuse with 
people travelling to the next town to drink there in the hotels. 
Private clubs, such as the New Club, were not bound by the 
same licensing laws; they could sell alcohol to their members 
on any day of the week, at any time of their choosing.

When the New Club was formed a minority of members 
wanted the bar to be opened on Sundays but were voted down. 
This decision was criticised in The Scotsman, which said that 
Sunday opening of the bar was “a privilege which is enjoyed 
by members of first-class clubs, such as the R&A, Honourable 
Company and Royal Burgess” and that the “prohibition 
savours of hypocrisy”. Whether or not the bar was being 
opened on Sundays by 1908 there was no law to prevent Tom 
and his friends from adding something stronger to their cups 

of tea from a hip flask.
The second thing wrong with the revised version is the 

suggestion that Tom was befuddled “after rising from a soft 
seat in the warm afternoon sunshine”41. The seat may have 
been soft but we can say with certainty that no warm sunshine 
would be falling on its occupant. The main lounge is at the 
rear of the New Club and the bay window faces north. By the 
time that Tom arrived at the club after morning church service 
the sun would be in the south and the light from it would fall 
on the front of the clubhouse and over the roof onto the 1st 
and 18th fairways of the Old Course, leaving Tom’s seat by the 
window at the rear of the clubhouse in the shade.

One other possible cause of Tom’s fatal mistake is ignored 
by the authors, namely that his mental faculties were in 
decline. The Glasgow Herald obituary42 suggests as much 
saying “For several years past the veteran has been in failing 
health. Towards the close of 1904 he had a serious illness, 
which caused alarm, and although he recovered, his mental 
condition was somewhat impaired.” This illness was probably 
the severe nasal haemorrhage reported in November 1904 by 
the Glasgow Herald and The Scotsman although The Times 
reported a month later that Tom was again unwell, this time 
from pleurisy.43

In closing, Tulloch must be defended against the biog-
raphys charge that following Tom’s death “Legions emerged 
claiming closeness and insight and Rev. W.W. Tulloch took 
advantage of Tom’s obituary notice in the Glasgow Herald to 
have an advertisement for his recently published book, The 
Life of Tom Morris, juxtaposed to it.” This is wrong on several 
counts. Tulloch had known Tom for over forty years and to 
associate him with the legions “claiming closeness and insight” 
is unwarranted. Tulloch’s book was published the previous 
year, not as recently as 1908, the publication date which the 
authors give in their bibliography. The claim that Tulloch 
had his book advertised alongside Tom’s obituary is without 
foundation since there was no such advertisement anywhere 
in the newspaper that day. An advertisement did appear three 
days later, in the weekly Publishers’ Column of Thursday’s 
edition of the newspaper, but the authors offer no evidence of 
Tulloch’s involvement; his publisher, perhaps at the prompting 
of the advertising staff of the Glasgow Herald, was more likely 
to have arranged this.
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Irish Musings
by John Hanna

Of course what made this Open Championship 
newsworthy was the fact that it was the first 
time that the Open Championship had been 
played outside either Scotland or England. 

In fact what is equally amazing is that it still is. Last year 
when the Irish Open Championship returned to Royal 
Portrush Golf Club after an absence of sixty-five years it 
was considered by all to be a great success. Attendances 
exceeded all previous records at a European tour event and 
the organisation was reported as being excellent. While 
there were some complaints by those attending that they 
could not gain readmission once they had left the course a 
similar criticism was also made by the town’s shopkeepers. 
They commented that despite thousands  of pounds having 
been spent on brightening up the town they hardly saw 
hardly any extra business. For most people it was such a 
success they would like to see the event returning again. 
More importantly it has reignited the flame that is that 
they would like to see the Open Championship returning 
again after sixty-two years. The broad opinion locally is 
that while it would be great it is a little unlikely but then 
why was it played in Portrush in 1951?

The first Open Championship was played at Prestwick 
Golf Club in 1860 and continued to be played at this venue 
for the next eleven years At this point Young Tom Morris 
had won The Belt three times and so won it outright. As 
1871 as there was no trophy to be played for the Open was 
in abeyance for one year and was resumed at Prestwick in 
1872. The following year it moved to the Old Course at St 
Andrews and so began a rota of three courses the addi-
tional course being Musselburgh. Musselburgh remained 
in this rota until 1889 when after being an Open course for 
six times it was replaced by Muirfield. The Championship 
was first played at Muirfield in 1892. This three year pattern 
continued up to 1894 when the Championship moved into 
England for the first time. The course chosen was Royal St 
Georges at Sandwich.  Hoylake joined the list of venues 
in 1897; Deal was used in 1909 and 1920; Troon in 1923 
and 1950; Prince’s at Sandwich in 1932; Carnoustie in 1931 

and 1937; and Royal Lytham in 1926. So while there was 
not a fixed rota the Open did circulate around a relatively 
small number of clubs. It is interesting to note that the 
organisation of the Open Championship remained the 
responsibility of the host clubs up until 1919 when the 
responsibility was transferred to the R and A.

The choice of Portrush to host the Open Championship 
in 1951, along with the qualifying course at Portstewart, 
caused great excitement not only in the two clubs but also 
in the two small resorts, where golf was very much a way 
of life.   The question which requires an answer is why and 
how Portrush was selected? It could prove interesting to 
look at the discussions that led up to the choice of Royal 
Portrush. It was hoped the minutes of the Royal Portrush 
Golf Club and those of the R and A would cast some light 
on this matter.

The Minutes of Royal Portrush Golf Club 
In looking at the minutes it is clear to see that the plan-
ning and arrangements for the Open Championship in 
1951 were very different to the hosting of the tournament 
in recent decades. The minutes would indicate that very 
little was written down as there appears to be very little  
or no correspondence. It has been suggested that it would 
not have been desirable for either party to have recorded 
publicly the fact that either the R and A did not wish to 

The Open Championship 1951 Royal Portrush Golf Club

Said to be the ‘winning shot’ it was thought his 
backswing was impaired by the steps
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follow-up the idea of placing the Open at Portrush or equally, 
but less likely, that the club had declined the opportunity to 
do so. The whole process today seems so laid back as it was as 
late as September 1949 before any mention of the possibility of 
hosting The Open appears in the minutes of the Council. Even 
then the entry is short. “Colonel Hezlet stated that a small commit-
tee was coming to look at courses with the object of hosting the Open 
Championship in 1951. They would probably come to Portrush about 
October 1949. The Captain stated the point that everything in the 
power of the members of Council should be done to assist this project 
as it was important that they should all work together.” I wonder is 
this an accurate statement? Were other courses to be visited 
and if so which courses were they?

The next entry reads “Colonel Hezlet stated that some mem-
bers of the R and A Committee were coming on Saturday of October 
1949 and they would probably play over the Royal Portrush Golf 
Club course and then go on to Belfast. The Captain stated that he 
was giving the party lunch in the clubhouse.” 

By December the Council minutes record “The Captain 
outlined a preliminary proposal about the Championship in conjunc-
tion with Colonel Hezlet and they would report later.” In March 
1950 “The Executive Committee ie The Captain, Sir Anthony 
Babington, Mr Taggart, Mr Carson and the Secretary were 
selected to meet the R and A committee. “The Captain reports on 
a successful meeting with the Committee and emphasised the cordial 
atmosphere which existed throughout the visit. Nearly one year later 
the Secretary reports his various actions in preparation for the Open 
Championship. A vote of thanks to the Secretary for his efforts in 
this association was passed.” The Secretary then read his letter 
to the General Manager of the ulster Tourist Board apply-
ing for a grant in connection with the Open Championship. 
The letter was approved by Council. Very little is recorded in 
respect of arrangements but early in 1951 “Mr J Taggart was asked 
to enter negotiations with Mr Rankin for the required field for car 
parking. With respect to Honorary Members badges for the Open 
Championship Mr McNeill submitted a list of names. This matter to 
be responded to by the Executive Committee.” As an indication of 
how little seemed to be required to be done to prepare for the 
Championship “it was agreed that the starter’s hut be painted before 
the Open Championship.” Isn’t that just incredible!

One week after the Championship the Secretary reported 

that “the club plans for the Open Championship had all passed sat-
isfactorily in practice and that in particular the crowd control organ-
ised by Mr S S Moore and Robin Wray had worked very smoothly and 
was very favourably commented upon both by the players and the 
spectators. The recording by Mr Bingham and the provision of cad-
dies by Mr Hanna was up to the highest RPGC standard and the very 
onerous duties performed by the checkers under the supervision of 
Miss K D O’Neill ensured the financial success of the Open Meeting. 
The course was in splendid order. The reconstructed clubhouse and 
its staff functioned without a hitch and the Secretary received no 
complaints from anyone.”

THE CHAMPIONSHIP
 Before taking a brief look at the Championship it is worth 

considering the role of Col. Charles Hezlet. Clearly he was a 
very influential and highly esteemed figure at Portrush where 
he had been Captain in 1914 through to 1919 as well as 1946-
47. More importantly he was of a similar standing within the 
Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews where he held 
important roles on the Championship Committee and was 
Chairman of the Rules of Golf Committee. It would appear 
that there is little doubt he played a pivotal role in the deci-
sion to play the Open Championship at Portrush. It has not 
been possible at this time to see if any R and A Minutes make 
reference to this matter. 

There were 180 entries which were slightly down on pre-
vious years. Bobby Locke was there looking for a ‘hat-trick’ 
having won the previous two years, along with local favourites 
Fred Daly and Harry Bradshaw. Two stars of the future made 
their debut at Portrush namely Peter Thompson and Christy 
O’Connor and they were joined by three amateurs from the 
club as well as four others from ulster. However according to 
the eventual winner there was never any doubt as to who the 
victor would be - Max Faulkner.  Many stories a told how Mx 
when leading after the first day signed  many autographs  “Max 
Faulkner Open Champion 1951”. Frank Murray in his book The 
Open Championship, a Twentieth-century History says 

“this apocryphal story should be laid to rest. Faulkner 
claims this to be a total exaggeration and all that happened 
was on approaching the first tee prior to the last round he bent 
down to tie up his shoe laces when a young boy proffered a 
ball. It was duly signed and the boy’s  father then said ‘Excuse 
me Mr Faulkner, could you add “Open Champion”because 
you are going to win aren’t you?” 

THE FUTURE
All golfers in Ireland and a large proportion of the population 
would love to see the Open Championship return to Portrush 
in the not too distant future. Is this feasible? The Open has 
changed so dramatically even in recent decades and the scale 
of operations to prepare for it is light years away from what 
was required in 1951.  At that time the local infrastructure was 
able to cope with the small increase in the amount of traf-
fic as many spectators will have travelled. Also a very large Defending Champion Bobby Locke to right of 9th Green
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percentage of these people would have lived within a sixty 
mile radius and travelled daily to watch the golf. Strange as 
may seem there were probably a greater number of beds in the 
towns of Portrush and Portstewart then than there are now. 
At this time there were a number of quite large hotels and 
hundreds of guest houses annually filled to capacity with the 
great number of holidaymakers who travelled from Scotland 
and the mill towns of the North-West of England. While the 
number of hotels may not have altered very much the latter 
category would bear no comparison today.

unless the R and A were to consider an Open on a reduced 
scale where there would not be the necessity for vast areas 
required for the tented village and all the corporate hospitality 
pavilions and where the local car parking was greatly reduced 
then it is difficult to see how Portrush could host the Open 
again. Without studying the finances it is obvious that the R 
and A make very large sums of money from the Open much 
of which is used for many worthy activities particularly in 
the promotion of the game on a worldwide basis. Is it really 
possible that they would cut themselves off from this sort of 
revenue simply so the Open can be played over the Portrush 
links? There is one  very important fact that has not changed 
and it is as important today as it was in 1951 and that is the 
course. There have been the new tees added to give the course 
increased length but the character and test have only been 
enhanced. Golf writers who attended had very favourable 
comments to make about the Dunluce links.

Frank Pennink, a Walker Cup player from 1938, writing 
in Golf Monthly had this to say “This year’s Open Championship 
will be long remembered as one of the most successful ever held. 
It had so much to commend it; it ran so smoothly. A British-born 
champion emerged; it was played on a truly magnificent links -  per-
haps the finest test of all our great courses- there were encouraging 
performances by young players and tremendous enthusiasm was 
shown by the vast crowds. Indeed a happy first appearance in Ireland 
and at Royal Portrush.” Another indication of the influence of 
Charles Hezlet is in what Pennink had to say. “Colonel Hezlet 
had often extolled the virtues and charm of Portrush to me with 
unbridled enthusiasm. I had accepted his glowing descriptions with 
politeness but with a grain of salt as well. I feel I must now apologise 

to him, and acknowledge with gratitude that his lauding of 
his Dunluce course was not fulsome p raise; and, indeed, his 
rhetoric does it scant justice.”  Henry Longhurst writing in the 
Sunday Times after the 1951 event wrote “The Royal Portrush 
Links came out of its first championship praised on all sides. It really 
was a magnificent test of golf, as the arena for the Open ought always 
to be, and to get around it a man had to have everything.” Writing 
for The Times Bernard Darwin said of the Dunluce course “It is 
truly magnificent and Harry Colt who designed it in its present form, 
has built himself a monument more enduring than brass.”

With accolades like these maybe the R and A should con-
sider returning to the Open Championship to Royal Portrush. 
Many thousands of Irish golfers will be waiting excitedly for 
the news.
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Fred Findlay (1872 - 1966)

Steve Doorey and Michael Sheret
describe the life and career of Fred Findlay, soldier, top class amateur golfer, professional golfer, golf 

architect  and man of many parts

Frederick Augustus McPherson Findlay learned his 
golf at his home town of Montrose, which has a very 
old1 and classic links about 35 km to the north of 
Carnoustie. He migrated to Australia in December 

1909. He became the professional at the Metropolitan Golf 
Club, Melbourne, from 1910 to 1922. Fred left Australia and 
arrived in America in 19232. He was joined in America by 
his only surviving child, his daughter Ruth, who had married 
American Raymond “Ben” Franklin Loving in Melbourne 
1924.3 Ruth went to America with Ben in 1925 to live with 
him in Virginia4.In America Fred had a very successful career 
as a golf course architect.
[Photograph within or near the above paragraph. Caption: 
Portrait of Fred Findlay in his later years, reproduced by kind 
permission of Farmington Country Club]
For this research paper we5 have relied heavily on both 
Scottish and Australian newspapers 6 .Scotland

Fred came from a military family. He joined the army 

as young man and served for 22 years. As an accomplished 
musician, specialising in playing the cornet, he naturally 
became a player in various military bands. As his military 
career progressed, he became bandmaster to the Hants and 
Isle of Wight Artillery. For the twelve years leading up to his 
retirement from the army he was bandmaster to the Forfar and 
Kincardine Royal Garrison Artillery, stationed at Montrose. 
In the army he was known as a crack shot. After leaving the 
army he took over as bandmaster of the Montrose Town Band. 
Newspaper reports gave Fred high praise for raising the stand-
ards of the town band.

Fred was a member of the Montrose Mercantile Golf 
Club, one of several golf clubs surrounding the public links of 
Montrose. A winner of many trophies and a stalwart for the 
“Merky” in their matches against Carnoustie, Monifieth and 
other clubs, probably Fred’s greatest golfing achievement was 
setting the course record at Montrose. In 1898 Fred completed 
the 18 holes in an astonishing 71 strokes.7 The course at that 
time had an overall length of 5609 yards,8 a very long course 
for the guttie era. To put Fred’s score in perspective, in 1888 
the Montrose golf clubs organised an all-comers event9. It 
excited interest because of its large prize pool, and the leading 
professionals from all over Scotland took part. The event was 
won by Troon professional, Willie Fernie, Open Champion in 
1883, with a score of 74.

In 1908 Fred took on the position of club professional of 
the Royal Albert Golf Club (predecessor of the current Royal 

Portrait of Fred Findlay in his later years, 
reproduced by kind permission of Farmington 

Country Club
A driving iron by Fred Findlay
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Montrose Golf Club). He took over from his friend and cham-
pion golfer Charles “Chay” Burgess, who migrated to America 
to become celebrated as the coach and mentor to the young 
Francis Ouimet.10

Australia
After some eighteen months as professional to the Royal Albert, 
Fred emigrated with his family to Australia in December 1909. 
Fred therefore became part of that great expansion outwards 
from Scotland to different parts of the world in the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries.11 In Fred’s case he was one of many 
young golfing Scotsmen who saw opportunities for a better 
life as a golf professional in countries where golf was in its 
infancy and job vacancies existed. Another reason for Fred to 
leave Scotland was for his son Freddie’s poor health. Freddie 
probably had tuberculosis, which was rife in the damp cold 
towns of Scotland. From reports in the Montrose Standard 
it would appear that Fred did not have a job lined up at the 
Metropolitan Golf Club before he left Scotland, but he was 
hardly off the ship when he took up his position at the club. 
Two of his brothers were already in Melbourne. Albert Findlay 
was the golf professional to the Victoria Golf Club. James 
Findlay,12 the oldest of the eight Findlay brothers, was a ball 
maker and re-maker for Dunlop. Albert and/or James would 
almost certainly have recommended Fred to Metropolitan.

The Melbourne newspaper, The Argus, reported with 
great enthusiasm on the 24th of January 1910 Fred’s appoint-
ment as professional to the Metropolitan Golf Club. We can 
get insights into how Fred made his mark at Metropolitan, 
during his twelve years there, from the history of the club.13 
Like nearly all professionals of his time Fred was not only 
required for teaching duties and running a shop, he was also 

caddie-master, starter, curator of the green and club maker. He 
was said to have “brought to his job a mix of iron discipline 
towards staff and courtesy to members”. Apparently, before 
Fred’s arrival competition days at Metropolitan were some-
thing of a shambles with fields in excess of three hundred play-
ing an assortment of events on the day. In cooperation with 
club officers, particularly Secretary/Treasurer Percy Whitton, 
all that changed with Fred on the starting tee, a printed draw 
and the competition restricted to one event on the day. For 
Metropolitan’s prestigious Annual Open Tournament in 1914: 
“Fred Findlay … who officiated at the first tee throughout the 
morning in his usual well-known civil and courteous manner, 
finished his duties by getting the big field away well up to time”.

Fred’s playing career in Australia was not remarkable. 
Opportunities for professional golf tournaments were of 
course severely curtailed by the 1914-18 war. Military records14 
show that in 1916 Fred made two unsuccessful attempts to 
enlist in the army. On his second attempt he was admitted 
in a reserve capacity for about four months. Eventually Fred 
at the age of forty-four years was discharged because of quite 
severe and continuing dental problems. His golfing abilities, 
however, remained sharp as the scorecard from his home 
course shows. A round of 68, 11 below bogey, was quite aston-
ishing for a course of length of 6079 yards in an age when 
scores below seventy were rare. Fred’s life in Melbourne was 
marked by personal tragedy. His son Freddie died in 1912 just 
short of his seventeenth birthday. Freddie’s health had been 

Fred with his son Freddie at the Metropolitan Golf 
Club reproduced by kind permission of Mrs Beverly 

Aberline 
Fred’s Record Score of 68 

      Fred Findlay
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one of the reasons for the family to move to Australia. Fred’s 
wife, Georgina returned to Montrose with Freddie’s remains15. 
Nearly all sources indicate that she never returned to Australia. 
This must have made Fred become very close to his daughter 
Ruth, his only surviving child.
[America
When Fred arrived in America in 1923 he was 51 years old. 
We have found no evidence that he sought to be a professional 
to a golf club in the state of Virginia, where he settled. Instead 
he set out seriously to be a golf architect. In that profession he 
was very successful. Cornish and Whitten16 list no fewer than 
forty-one courses designed by Fred over a period from 1925 
to 1965, mostly in Virginia and some in relatively close States. 
In the early years there was a partnership between Fred and 
his son-in-law Ben Loving. Ben is not listed separately in 
Cornish and Whitten as a golf architect. He is listed only in 
conjunction with Fred. On this basis we speculate that Ben 
might have worked on the business side and Fred on the 
creative side. From 1946 Fred was joined by his grandson, 
Raymond Franklin “Buddy” Loving Jr. Buddy was clearly 
going to be a great asset in a golf course design business as he 
had formal qualifications in landscape architecture, turf grass 
science and financial management. Buddy was also a top 
class amateur golfer. According to an interview conducted 
in 1959,17 of all the courses that Fred designed in America 
the two layouts that he considered to be his finest were the 
Country Club of Virginia and the Farmington Country Club, 
also in Virginia.

The Country Club of Virginia has three courses18. Best 
known of the three is the James River course. Built in 1928 
architectural credit is generally given to William Flynn, but 
Fred worked as his construction superviser19. After the course 
was opened, Fred stayed on for several years as the greens 
superintendent at the Country Club, an arrangement which 
must have suited him well during the depression years and 
seems not to have prevented his doing design work on other 
courses. Cornish and Whitten note that in 1931 Fred was called 
on to carry out alterations to the James River course, a mere 
three years after the course was opened. Fred may well have 
had justification in thinking of James River as his finest layout. 
Cornish and Whitten note that in 1931 Fred also undertook the 
renovation of the Westhampton (1908) the oldest course at the 
Country Club. It is also worth noting that in 1974, after Fred’s 
death, when the Country Club wanted some refinements 
made to the James River course they called on Buddy Loving, 
Fred’s grandson and design partner, to do the job.

Farmington Country Club, established in 1928, is clearly a 
prestigious club. Few clubs can boast that a carefully preserved 
part of their clubhouse dates back to 1803 and was designed 
by no less a person than Thomas Jefferson. The club’s website20 
gives all the credit for the design of their North/South Course 
to “renowned course architect Fred Findlay”. Credit to Fred 
is confirmed by the Virginia State Golf Association on the 
Member Clubs page of their website.21 The course was laid 

out on old plantation land, work commencing in 1928 for a 
grand opening of club and course in 1929. The Golf Club Atlas 
has a very thorough review of the Farmington North/South 
Course22.The review was written in 2012 and contains many 
photographs of the golf holes (and the beautiful Jefferson wing 
of the clubhouse). What is interesting about the review is that 
the reviewer, hole by hole, keeps crediting the finer points of 
the design to Fred with hardly a mention of golf architect Bill 
Love, who did some renovations to the course in 200323. For 
the course as a whole the reviewer considers that Farmington 
is Fred’s masterpiece and that “Findlay’s routing and sequenc-
ing of holes at Farmington is exemplary”.

Fred’s strong association with Farmington is borne out by 
the fact of his living on the course in his later years. At first he 
lived with Ruth and Ben Loving, at a cottage on the grounds 
and finally at an apartment above the club’s garages. In 1965 
the club added another nine holes, the East Course, engaging 
Fred’s grandson Buddy Loving as the course architect24 .

Fred as a Golf Architect in Australia
We first became interested in Fred in 2002 while research-
ing three other Montrose golfers, the Clark brothers, who 
migrated to America in 1910. While ploughing through hun-
dreds of microfilm copies of the old Montrose Standard, the 
name of Fred Findlay came up again and again. It is clear that 
he was one of the best golfers – we might even venture to say 
the best golfer – playing at Montrose in his time. His leaving 
Montrose for Australia created a large gap in the musical and 
golfing life of the Montrose community.

Curiosity aroused, it was fairly easy to find out the basic 
facts of his time at the Metropolitan Golf Club in Australia and 
his later career as a golf architect in America. His late blossom-
ing as a course architect seemed rather remarkable. Enquiries 
as to what course design work Fred did in Australia, before 
going to America, were made to the two obvious sources of 
information, the Metropolitan Golf Club and the Society of 
Australian Golf Course Architects. To our surprise it seemed 
that Fred had no experience of designing or laying out courses 
in Australia. Fred certainly knew about course maintenance as 
he was paid extra at Metropolitan as course curator, oversee-
ing the work of the greenkeeping staff25.He showed an interest 
course architecture in 1920 by sending back from a visit to 
Scotland an “important book on course architecture” to the 
Metropolitan, perhaps hinting to the club committee that the 
course would benefit from some design changes 26.

When Fred went to America in 1923 he had two broth-
ers already there. David Findlay was a club professional in 
California. Alex Findlay had been in America for thirty-six 
years. Alex was well known as a top class golfer, an arranger 
of exhibition matches, a course architect and an all-round 
golf entrepreneur27. Most sources28 assume or imply that it 
was Alex who got Fred into the golf course design business in 
America. It is likely that Alex encouraged Fred to seek work 
in golf course design. However, from what we have been able 
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to find out, all the indications are that Ben Franklin was Fred’s 
crucial golfing contact.29 There is a claim that “Alex taught Fred 
the [golf course design] business …”.30 Fred, however, did not 
need to be taught the course design business. We have recently 
discovered that Fred already had experience of course design 
in Australia. Over the last few years the National Library of 
Australia has placed copies of Australian national and pro-
vincial newspapers on its website. The NLA system known 
as Trove allows for digital searching. While the system is not 
perfect it allows us to find out more easily what happened in 
the past. So far we have found out that Fred did course design 
work on at least three courses in Australia before he left for 
America. The courses were in Ararat in 1915, Healesville in 
1911/12 and another course Healesville in 1919. The two towns 
are in the state of Victoria some distance from Melbourne. In 
1903 the town of Ararat had three golf clubs: Ararat GC (1900), 
Asylum GC (1900) and Chalambar GC (1903). The Ararat and 
Chalambar clubs amalgamated towards the end of 1913 under 
the name Ararat Golf Club 31. The Ararat Advertiser reported 
on 14 February 1914. ‘Mr Fred Findlay, the professional in charge 
of the Metropolitan golf links at Oakleigh, is at present in Ararat for 
the purpose of advising the Greens’ Committee of the newly formed 
Ararat Golf Club, concerning the laying out of a new course.

On the 28th of April 1914 The Advertiser reported that ‘golf 
would be played on the new course on 1 May 1914 and that
All members and intending members should be present next 
Saturday in order to appreciate the course as laid out by Mr Findlay.

Sadly, all that we have been able to find out about Fred’s 
course at Ararat is in the two newspaper reports above. We 
do not know its location in Ararat or whether it was 9 holes 
(likely) or 18 holes. The 1914-18 war clearly disrupted golf in 
Ararat. In 1920 the name Chalambar Golf Club was revived 
and seems to have broken away from the 1913 amalgamation. 
In 1922-23 Chalambar purchased new land and had another 
course laid out over 18 holes this time by Rowley Banks, the 
professional at Yarra Yarra Golf Club in Melbourne. In 1924 
the Ararat, Asylum (aka the union Jack Club) and Chalambar 
Golf Clubs all seem to have been operating independently32  . 

We would speculate that Fred’s course continued to be used 
for some years after 1914 by the Ararat Golf Club, which today 
no longer exists under that name.
Fred’s first course at Healesville was laid out in Queens Park, 
which then and now is a public park. The Healesville and Yarra 
Glen Guardian on the 10th of May 1911 has the headline: ‘Expert 
Findlay inspects proposed New links’. The report goes on to 
record the generosity and enthusiasm of the President of the 
Healesville Golf Club, Miss McAuley, to cover the expenses 
for Fred’s initial advice and the laying out of the course. The 
newspaper report on the 10th  of May 1912 indicates that the 
course had been laid out by Fred and had been in play for 
some time. The course consisted of seven holes. Queens Park 
was apparently abandoned as a golf course in 1919, when their 
clubhouse was transported to a new Healesville course, which 
Fred also laid out.

Fred’s second course at Healesville exists today as the RACV 
Healesville Country Club. This is a large resort complex 
owned by the Royal Automobile Club of Victoria Limited. 
RACV owns several resort complexes and city clubs around 
Australia. In addition to what we have found out from 
newspaper reports we are indebted to Mr Richard Tweddle, 
RACV Corporate Solicitor, for generously sharing his private 
research notes with us.

Interestingly Fred’s course started out as part of a resort 
complex. The Guardian on the 22nd of November 1919 
announced plans for “the erection of a commodious guest house 
and the lay-out of a first-class golf course of 18 holes, within a few 
minutes of the railway station … it is fairly anticipated that many 
people will make day excursions for the enjoyment of golf. The 
run from Melbourne is a small matter … ”. The report goes on to 
say that “The work is being conducted under the guidance of Mr. 
Findlay, one of the best-known golf professionals, who believes that 
the links will not only be the most beautiful, but one of the best in 
Victoria, from a golfing point of view.”

Fred in fact laid out a nine hole course on land which is 
part of the modern course. Since 1919, however, the original 
course has seen many changes, and ownership of the course 
has changed hands several times since Healesville Golf House 
Syndicate was first formed in 1919. RACV purchased the 
course in 1951. It was not until 1958 that the course finally had 
its full eighteen holes. In the early 1970s RACV purchased 
additional land, to enable further work to be done on the 
course. The course had its most recent makeover in 2008 to 
plans made by Mike Clayton and it ranks a creditable 53rd in 
Australia’s 100 top courses33. As with so many old golfing sites it 
is very unlikely that traces of Fred’s original layout still remain.

Concluding Remarks
Apart from a summing up of Fred’s golfing career, what we 
think is really new in this article is the revelation that Fred had 
some experience of course design before he went to America. 
After leaving Australia he did not suddenly transform from a 
club professional to a golf architect. The aspect about Fred that 
we found most remarkable and inspired us to write this article 
is the diversity of his life and career. Not many professional 
golfers of his era would have three such distinctly different 
phases in their life: soldier-musician-amateur golfer in Britain, 
club professional in Australia, golf architect in America. His 
diverse skills are also astonishing. Not only was he a skilled 
golfer and golf architect, we have already mentioned his 
musicianship and his reputation in the army as a crack shot. 
In Montrose he was known as a strong swimmer and a good 
enough footballer to play for Montrose. He also wrote poetry 
and painted in oils. Painting was one of his great loves. He 
was painting and golfing – regularly shooting his age – into 
his nineties, near the end of his days. We finish this article 
with his painting of the third hole at Farmington alongside a 
photograph of the same hole as it is today34.

     fred findlay
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Footnotes
1 Golf is known to have been played in Montrose as early as 
1562 according to the diary kept by James Melvill, cited in Golf 
in Montrose, William W Coull (revised edition 2004), page 3. 
Montrose has extensive links land so the exact location of the early 
course is not known.

2 American Census 1930 from <http://archive.org> for residence 
2609 3rd Avenue, Richmond City, VA. We take the 1923 as 
authoritative, but different sources vary from 1922 to 1924.

3 Marriage Certificate: 22 December 1924, Trinity Presbyterian 
Church, Camberwell. What brought Ben to Australia and how he 
met Ruth, we do not know. What seems certain is that Fred, Ruth 
and Ben formed a close family group in America and that Ben was 
a major influence on Fred’s career in America.

4 American Census 1930 from <http://archive.org> for residence 
278 Ivy Road, Charlottesville, VA. Interestingly this residence is 
very close to Farmington Country Club.

5 In a co-authored paper such as this we have used the “royal we” 
rather than state precisely who did which parts of the research. 
Having said this, credit goes to Steve for unearthing information on 
Findlay’s work as a golf course architect in Australia. Michael first 
got interested in Fred Findlay quite some time ago while searching 
through late 19th and early 20th century newspapers in Montrose 
Library.

6 The Montrose Standard and Angus and Mearns Register, 13 May 
1898, 20 May 1898, 1 September 1899, 1 October 1909, 26 November 
1909. Healesville and Yarra Glen Guardian, 12 May 1911, 2 June 1911, 
10 May 1912, 22 November 1919. The Argus, 24 January 1910, 21 
November 1912, 24 July 1914. Ararat Advertiser, 14 February 1914, 28 
April 1914.

7 Fred broke his own record in 1909 with a score of 70 over a 
slightly longer course at 5836 yards (see Golf in Montrose, by 
William W Coull (revised edition 2004), page 39). This of course 
was in the era of the Haskell ball.

8 Golf in Montrose, by William W Coull (revised edition 2004), 
page 25.

9 Golf in Montrose, by William W Coull (revised edition 2004), 
page 24.

10 Golf Links, by Charles D Burgess, Rounder Books, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts (2005).

11 Golf, Scotland’s Game, by David Hamilton, Partick Press (1998), 
pages 190 – 201.

12 We are indebted to Beverley Aberline, great granddaughter of 
James Findlay, for sharing information in her extensive scrapbooks 
on the Findlay family, particularly information on James Findlay 
and Ben Loving. James Findlay worked for Spalding as a ball maker 
in America from 1900 to 1903, exciting times as the guttie was being 
superseded by the Haskell. On his return to Australia in 1903 he was 
immediately in demand as a re-maker of the Haskell ball.

13 Sustaining Their Dream: The Metropolitan Golf Club 1901 – 
2001, by Weston Bate (2001).

14 Australian Imperial Force, Attestation Paper of Persons Enlisted 
for Service Abroad #27617(renumbered 5833) starting on 13 March 
1916 records several efforts to enlist for Frederick Augustus Findlay, 
aged 44 years 5 months, born Padstow, England. Discharged 9 
September 1916.

15 The Argus, 21 November 1912, Death Notices.

16 The Architects of Golf, by Geoffrey S Cornish & Ronald E 
Whitten, Harper Collins (1993), pages 259,260. Cornish and 
Whitten (page 327) also list courses designed by his grandson 
Buddy Loving over a period from 1965 to 1989, 17 plus 11 
renovations. We take Cornish and Whitten to be the most 
authoritative source. Other sources attribute many more courses 
to Fred but clearly have included most of Buddy’s independent 
work. Interestingly in their first edition Cornish and Whitten (1981, 
different title The Golf Course) state that Fred had done some course 
design in Australia without naming the courses. In the 1993 edition 
there is no mention of design work by Fred in Australia.

17 The Virginia State Golf Association: <www.vsga.org/news/
farmington-country-club-to-host-future-vsga-championships> .

18.The Country Club of Virginia. <www.theccv.org> .

19 <www.golftheunitedstates.com/story/295> .

20 <www.farmingtoncc.com> .

21 <www.vsga.org> .

22 <www.golfclubatlas.com/courses-by-country/usa/
farmington-country-club>

23 <www.virginiagolf.com/a.courses/farmington.html> .

24 <www.alexanderfindlay.com> and <www.vsga.org/news/
farmington-country-club-to-host-future-vsga-championships> .

25 Sustaining Their Dream: The Metropolitan Golf Club 1901 – 
2001, by Weston Bate (2001) page 210.
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26 Sustaining Their Dream: The Metropolitan Golf Club 1901 – 
2001, by Weston Bate (2001) page 38.

27 <www.alexanderfindlay.com>.

28 For example, Sustaining Their Dream: The Metropolitan Golf 
Club 1901 – 2001, by Weston Bate (2001) page 210.
29 Golfer Loving dies at 71 by Jerry Ratcliffe. Daily Progress 
(Charlottesville) 8 January 1998. This is actually an obituary to 
Buddy. It does devote some space to his father Ben. That Ben was 

Frank’s painting of the third hole at Farmington G C Photograph of the 3rd Green as it is today

General Manager at Farmington Country Club from about 1930 
to 1974 would indicate that he knew the business and management 
side of golf. When this is added to the fact that Fred and Ben were 
early partners in golf architecture, it seems clear that Ben played a 
big part in getting Fred set up as a golf architect in America.
30 <www.golfclubatlas.com/courses-by-country/usa/
farmington-country-club>.
31Chalambar: The First 100 Years, by Roy Faneco (2006) pages 7-10.
32 Chalambar: The First 100 Years, by Roy Faneco (2006) pages 
11-16.
33 Golf Australia, nextmedia, 24 January 2012.

 A Postcard from Portrush, the Course of the 1951 Open Championship

Charles Whitcomb winning Irish Open  1930Putting out on 12th green 1907

Clubhouse in use until 1947This postcard was used to promote local soap 
products in 1915

  fred findlay
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The Inventing of Golf

Bob Gowland
Makes Further Enquiries into Early Continental Golf

My two recent papers concerning early 
Continental golf references surely result in 
asking again who invented golf. A question 
dismissed by Scots, as golf as we know it played 

over links land is Scottish. However did the Scots in the late 
15th/early 16th century influence the North Europeans with 
their game that was to become one of Scotland’s National 
Games or more likely was it vice versa? Sadly there is a paucity 
of evidence from which to draw firm conclusions.

For etymological evidence of colf/golf having a North 
Continental origin we have only to look at golf terms we still 
use today. Golf, putt, bunker are all old Flemish1. Tee from the 
Dutch tuit - a conical object; the suffix je is the diminutive - so 
tuitje, pronounced like tytee is a small conical heap (of sand) 
- hence tee, no longer of sand but of wood or plastic2. Caddy 
is Old French cadet. Fore! is from the Dutch - voor –‘before!’ 
or a warning ‘in front!’. Hazard is Old French hasard meaning 
luck, and cleek as in a 19th century ‘3’ iron, sometimes a hook 
for gaffing Salmon, is from Middle Dutch klik. All these words 
have a North Continental origin. 

For visual evidence of golf like game being played on the 
Continent there are pictures showing figures swinging and 
holing out. Well known ones include one c.1505 from a Book 
of Hours of Phillip I of Castille (fig 1) and c.1540 from ‘The Golf 
Book’ by Simon Bening of Bruges in the British Library (fig 2). 
The putting stance on one knee is reminiscent of some rather 
extreme putting stances I recall seeing on a Sunday morning 
in suburbia in the 1950s! A child in fig 3, a detail from a St 

Nicholas Party by Jan Steen c 1670 holds a two piece wood 
club with lead (presumably) weighting, not in the back as in 
Scottish wooden clubs, but with two dots to the face. A wood 
golf club nonetheless.

Some golf historians say that as Low Countries colf was 
played above ground, certainly during the ‘Little Ice Age’ to a 
post in the ice, it was not golf; whereas golf was played above 
ground to a hole therein. Playing with a club and a ball to holes 
in the ground was known on the Continent certainly in the 
earlier 16th century, as confirmed in the well-known pictures 
below - but also confirmed in a written reference below.

Some say the Low Countries game of colf is not golf, as 
they used only one lead/pewter headed club (a kolf)3, whereas 
golfers used several clubs, both wood and iron headed. 
However wooden clubs were used in early times for other 
Continental stick and ball games such as soule and le billiard 
(played originally on grass – hence the green coloured baize 
of billiard/snooker tables today) and could just as easily have 
been used for a version of colf if lead/pewter for making the 
heads, was unaffordable. Some of these wood clubs were two 
piece and some one piece, as can be seen in the marginal 
illustrations in Burgundian Books of Hours (see fig 4). An 
ordinance of the city of Zierikse (in Zeeland) of 1429 enacted 
that ”nobody strikes the ball on the streets with clubs with 
lead or iron heads.”4 Colfers then did use more than one metal 
for the heads of their clubs – lead/pewter, iron, and later even 
brass. 

Early golfers seem to have used only one club on occasion, 
presumably a play club5. After all on bunkerless links land one 
can play golf today very enjoyably with only one club.
Heiner Gillmeister, late Professor of English, American and 
Celtic studies at the university of Bonn in his authoritative 

Fig 1 Book of Hours of Phillip I of Castille c 1505 Fig 2 Simon Bening c 1540
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paper Golf on the Rhine3 confirms that the first description of 
the game of golf in Scotland is in David Wedderburns Latin-
Scots phrase booklet Vocabula published in 1636. However 
he points out that nearly a century before that in 1545 one 
Pieter van Afferden, who used the pseudonym of Petrus 
Apherdianus, wrote Tyrocinium latinae lingue where Latin 
phrases were matched with Dutch translations. In the gme 
with the ‘lead headed clubs’ the club itself is called a kolf. The 
object of the Dutch game was to strike the ball into the hole. 
One player says ‘I am not far from the hole I will go straight 
for the hole I will hole it easily’.  Did the Dutch copy the Scots 
form of the game to a hole in the ground or did the Scots copy 
and improve the continental form?
Van Afferdens text also includes some rules:-
1  Who misses  the  ba l l  loses  the  r ight  to  st r ike,  wastes  a 
st roke (an air  shot)
2 To step onto the teeing ground before it is one’s turn is against 
the rules since a certain order of play has to be observed.
3 A player must be allowed to swing freely, his fellows have to step 
back.
4 A golfer is not allowed to stand in the light of his partner.
5 In order to putt, the ball has to be struck, merely pushing is 
forbidden.

Such rules could also apply to early golf proper. The first 
golf rules were not to be written until nearly 200 years later 
in Edinburgh.

According to Robin Bargmann, author of the remarkable 
reference book ‘Serendipity of Early Golf ’, colf faded into his-
tory in the later 18th century in favour of kolf, the game still
played today in a dozen or so locations in the 
north Netherlands on a smooth surface to two
posts at either end of the kolfbaan the ‘alley’ (in Afrikaans a 

golf course is apparently still referred to today as a kolfbaan). 
Golf ‘proper’ - our game - by the later 18th century was of 
course well established in Scotland and elsewhere.

Sadly there is insufficient documentary or visual evidence 
for determining an authoritative answer to the question who 
influenced who? The evidence however does seem to be on the 
side of the Low Countries influencing the Scots. One question 
though remains - what were the English doing at this time with 
a stick and a ball? England enjoyed strong trade links with 
northern mainland Europe particularly Flanders, with the 
export of wool. Witness the many beautiful almost cathedral 
sized ‘wool’ churches built in East Anglia and the Cotswolds 
by merchants who had amassed fortunes from wool. With 
these strong links to Flanders why is there no evidence thus 
far discovered that the English were playing a version of colf/
golf at this time?

I am indebted to Robin Bargmann, Heiner Gillmeister, Dr 
J A Brongers, J S Gowland and Peter Lewis for their help. 

END NOTES

1 Gilmeister H.  On the Origin and Diffusion of European Ball 
Games, A Lingustic Analysis. Studies in Physical Culture and 
Tourism. Bonn university Vol 16, No 1  2009
2 There is an on old Dutch saying ‘de bal of het tuitje zetter’ 
meaning to start an undertaking – to place the ball upon a ‘tuitje’
3 Gilmeister H Golf on the Rhine: on the origins of Golf, with 
sidelights on Polo. The International Journal of Sport Vol 19 No 1 
(March 2002)
4  van Hengel Steven J H. Early Golf The Hague 1982  pp 6
5 Johnston AJ & JB The Chronicles of Golf . Cleveland, Ohio. 1993 
pp 121

A St Nicholas Party by Jan Steen c 1670 From the Burgundian Books of Hours

the inventing of golf
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A Colourful Collection
As collectors of golf memorabilia we are fortunate in the very 
diverse range of items which are available. Golf collectables 
come in all shapes and sizes and sometimes size can make a 
difference when it comes to both their storage and display. 
Small enamel boxes fit nicely into the category of those 
that take up very little space and yet provide a colourful 
historic display. The collection of such boxes began in the 
18th century when the boxes were either Chelsea porcelain 
or Continental. From an English perspective few names in 
the decorative arts achieved as much as Battersea who were 
making copper based enamels from around the mid-1750s. 
Both London and Birmingham had centres making enamel 
boxes of a very high standard but it is Bilston in South 

Staffordshire along with nearby Wednesbury which have 
endured in the history of English enamels. By the 1830s the 
fashion for elegant enamels had passed and some 140 years 
later a London antique shop recognising a modern market 
for such items joined with a small firm in Bilston and brought 
about the rebirth of traditional enamelling skills. Many of 
the golf boxes are made by this company, Halcyon Days.  A 
few decades later a few other companies became involved 
in the manufacture and one such company, Staffordshire 
Enamels, produced many boxes with a golfing interest. Both 
these companies produced top quality hand painted enamels 
whilst at the same time there were companies whose boxes 
were of a lesser quality but still a nice golfing collectable.
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S trangely enough, there are only a few postcards 
featuring Arnaud Massy in Great Britain. It 
must be noted that in all cases, the champion’s 
last name is written the English way, adding an 

“e” to get Massey.
The Grail of such a collection would have been to 

find a postcard showing Massy holding the claret jug at 
Hoylake in 1907, or at least one on the course, even if it 
was not during the famous Open period. The pleasure 
would have been as great if we had a view of Arnaud 
at North Berwick, – where he spent a long time with 
Ben Sayers and Andrew Kirkaldy. unfortunately, it is 
most probable that such a postcard does not exist but 
part of the collecting pleasure is dreaming that it could 
be found.

Nevertheless, after his Open victory, he played a 
few matches, exhibitions or challenges, and at least 
three such events have been recorded on postcards. 
The two most popular postcards which are often seen 
are those representing Massy and Taylor in a match 
on the Seacroft Links, Skegness. The first one (fig. 1) 
is captioned “and mainly shows the importance of the 
crowd watching the match. It is hard to identify any 
player.

 Here the scene is more interesting as the players 
are in This postcard exists in two versions: one in B&W 
(fig. 2a) and one in colour (fig 2b). The coloured one is 
much more rare that the B&W edition. Also, interest-
ingly, it proves that the B&W version was touched up. 
The carriage was erased from the scene. Such editing is 

Collecting Massy’s Memorabilia Part 2 

Huguette and Jean-Bernard Kazmierzcak 
continue their look at Arnaud Massy Memorabilia

Massy on British Postcards.

Fig 1 Start of Massy – Taylor Golf Match. Aug. 24/07

Fig 2a Finish of Massy – Taylor at Seacroft

Fig 2b Finish of Massy – Taylor at Seacroft -colour

Fig 3 Massy and Herd playing  at Strathpeffer

The following month, on Thursday the 12th of 
September Massy and Herd played an exhibition 
match on the links at Strathpeffer (fig. 3) which 
had just been upgraded at that time. A postcard 
was issued in “The Highland Railways Series” to 
commemorate this event. We know of a colour version 
but most certainly a B&W one should exist as well.

arnaud massy memorabilia
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not that common on postcards and you should always 
think of such a possibility when analysing a scene.

During this match Herd set up a record for the 
course with a 66. Later, Massy sent a letter to the club 
testifying that the course is “magnifique”.

At the end of the same year 1907, Massy participated 
in a match against Braid. This match was a kind of chal-
lenge match, initially planned to be played just after the 
Open victory, but it was regularly postponed. Finally, 
on Thursday the 19th of December, less than one week 
before Christmas, the match was played at the Royal 
Cinque Port, Deal.

There are two postcards, or rather two variants 
of the same image, as one is full size, while the 
other one has a white border around the picture. 
On the back of it, there is an indication which is 
obviously the publisher’s name: “Boots the Chemist”. 

In addition to these postcards, we know two adver-
tising ones, for Dunlop golf balls (we do not know if 
there are any more – any information would be highly 
appreciated). They were published by Wrench – an 
immense postcard publisher

Fig 4 Challenge match Arnaud Massy v James Braid at 
Royal Cinque Ports

The full captions are: “Arnaud Massy playing an approach 
shot. He won the French Open and the French Native
Championships, 1911, and tied with Vardon in the 
Open in Sandwich. used the New Dunlop Junior on 
each occasions and it is the best ball I have ever struck.” 
And “Arnaud Massy playing out of a bunker [& d°]”
A few words should be said here about John Evelyn 
Wrench as not only these two postcards were 
published by this editor. According to Toni and Valmai 
Holt1, he started is publishing business soon after the 
29th of November 1900. His early postcards were 
printed in Germany (the German printing technique 
was, at that time, strongly dominating all the other 
countries). The success of the Wrench postcards was 
exceptionally great. But he was unable to face the 
strong increase in demand and the business closed 
in 1906. Today, for the golf collector, his postcards 
of great players and champions are still among 
the most exciting ones and are very sought after.

Fig 5 The Approach Shot Fig 6 The Bunker Shot

Fig 7 Thirteen Open Champions, Massy is centre of 
back row
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We cannot close this part without referring to a few 
unclassifiable postcards. The first one is a photomontage 
featuring Thirteen Open champions on the same picture 
(fig. 7). We reproduce it courtesy of Bill Anderson – as 
well as for the two advertising postcards. Note that a 
modern reproduction of this postcard exists (in the so 
called “Continental” size, A6 format). It was printed 
by Noel Tatt Ltd and sold by Kollectables in Glasgow.

The next one deserves a special explanation. The 
postcard below was first shown by Tom Serpell in 
his book entitled “Golf on old picture postcards”, 
published in 1988. The 8th picture (8th in his book, and 
8th here: 8a and 8b) features Felixstowe Golf Club, a 
course appreciated very much by Bernard Darwin. The 
picture itself was interesting but not of any exceptional 
appeal. However Serpell’s comments describing it were 
very exciting. He wrote: “1910 photograph addressed 
and written in French to a Mr. Massy, in Connaught 
Square, London: possibly the great French Champion 
golfer” No need to say how excited we were when 
we first saw this picture. For many years, each time 
we were looking at it,we were so disappointed that 
the author did not publish the back of the postcard.

Then there was the Internet, offering its search 
facilities. we were soon able to get in touch with the 
author. When we asked him if he could send us a photo-
copy of the back of the postcard he kindly requested our 
snail-mail address. A few days later, much to our great 
surprise, we received one of the most fantastic gifts 
for any French golf postcard collector. Tom generously 
offered us the card. Once again, we would like to pay 
him a tribute.

Now back to the card – and to the back of the card. 
unfortunately, the correspondence does not help that 
much as anybody could have written it “Ce dimanche. 
Brouillard ce matin. Peut être fera-il beau l’après midi. Nous 
nous portons bien” – which translates “This Sunday. Fog 
this morning. May be afternoon will be nice. We are going 

well”… Is it possible to imagine something more a cliché?

The cancellation date is June 12th, 1910 – which is 
a Sunday, confirming the text. Do not be surprised 
as at the turn of the century the post office 
was open on Sunday – and the mail distributed
The address is more puzzling: 18, Connaught Square, 
Hyde Park, London W. This is a very posh location. 
One can only imagine that a rich sponsor was hosting 
Massy when he was in the London. There must be 
some directories providing names, but so far we 
are unable to get any access to such information.

Last indication: the writing itself and the signature – a 
single letter which is possibly a “y”  a “J”. It cannot be 
Jinty (Janet Punton), Arnaud’s wife, as the calligraphy 
is typicallly French; nor Jean (Gassiat) who had a pretty 
hard-working writing. The mystery is still not cleared up.
There is another postcard which also deserves some 
comments. It was written by a certain Arthur when 
staying in Biarritz, to Ben Sayers at “The links, North 
Berwick, Ecosse”. The correspondence reads (Fig. 9a) 

“Dear Bernard, I have just spent a week at Biarritz 
after not having seen the place for 23 years. Saw Massy 
& his wife at Chantaco & have played on the old 
course & at Chiberta. The latter is very fine indeed. 
Played with Gassiat & his brother Claude & his son. 
I had a round with Lafitte at Hossegor the other side 
of Bayonne on the coast also amongst the pines. This 
place is dead I’m the only “anglais” [in French] to be 
seen walking in the town anyway. Things are looking 
very glum when things are better expect to see you on 
holidays. A.”

unfortunately, the cancellation date is difficult to read, 
but most probably December 1931 (the stamp affixed 
was issued in September 1927).

We’ l l  close the postcard chapter by making a 
transition with the next one  which will look at  auto-
graphs. And when talking autographs, the name of 
Reginald Bray must be mentioned. He was called “The 

Fig.8a The Golf Links Felixtowe Fig 8b Postcard sent to Arnaud Massy written in French

    arnaud massy memorabilia
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Autograph King”. Regarded as a bit eccentric it 
is said that at the end of his life he had amassed 
about 15  000 signatures. His technique to get 
autographs is illustrated here.

On the correspondence side of a postcard (Fig. 10a) it is 
printed “Dear Sir, May I ask you to kindly add your autograph on the 
other side and return this to me, as I want it for my postal collection. 
Thanking you in anticipation, and apologizing for addressing you 
by post card, I remain, yours faithfully, Reginald Bray”. On the 
address side (Fig. 10b) we read “M. Arnaud Massy, 
French Professional Golf Player, North Berwick, N.B.”

The postcard was returned to Reginald Bray, bearing 
the signature of Arnaud Massy. This is certainly one 
of the earliest autograph of the French professional 
as the card was dated the 23rd April 1904. In 
addition, it is interesting to note that in April 1904, 
Arnaud Massy was already well enough known 
to deserve an autograph request from a collector. 

Fig. 9b - on a very common postcard from Biarritz 
The Beach

Fig.10a – Reginald Bray was an autograph collector 
who sent postcard asking for a signature.

Fig. 10b – He got, by return, Arnaud Massy’s

Fig. 9a – Postcard sent by Arthur Grand to Ben Sayers

References

1. “Picture Postcards of the Golden Age – A collector’s 
Guide”. -in our view a must-have book for any postcard 
collector, especially for British postcards. 

2.Most probably Grant. We know that Arthur Grant was 
in the group including Ben Sayers (father and son) who 
travelled to France in 1907 to compete in the French Open 
after Massy’s victory in Hoylake. After Paris, they made a 
trip to Biarritz. This was in July 1907 – which is consistent 

NB. The authors are kindly asking all members  
for any information related to Arnaud Massy 
memorabilia. If you know any item which was 
not mentioned please let us know, thanks you.
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The Wedding Gift

Joyce Wethered was arguably the greatest woman golfer 
ever to play the game – Dr Alister MacKenzie even sug-
gested that she was the best golfer – male or female - that 
he ever saw play, and he saw most of the greats of his day 

including Bobby Jones and Walter Hagen. Joyce was born in 
1901 and her father, Herbert Newton Wethered, was a good 
sportsman in the fortunate position of having no need to 
work given family inheritances. He was an author and artist of 
some repute and wrote on a number of subjects, including golf 
architecture. His collaboration with the English architect Tom 
Simpson produced the 1929 classic ‘The Architectural Side of 
Golf ’, so clearly Simpson would have been a firm family friend 
of the Wethereds. Joyce’s brother Roger was a fine amateur 
player too, and Herbert’s two children became champions of 
the game, both winning British Amateur titles, with Joyce tak-
ing the ladies’ crown four times and the English championship 
on five occasions, the first at the age of 19.

By 1925 she had retired from competitive golf, saying that 
she had “simply exercised a woman’s prerogative of doing something 
without the slightest regard for what anybody else thinks and because 
I want to please myself.” But the lure of championship golf was 
hard to resist and four years later she came back and defeated 
the American champion Glenna Collett at St Andrews in a 
stirring come from behind victory. After this Joyce retired 

again, playing only in the Worplesdon Foursomes, an event 
she dominated through the late twenties and early thirties, 
winning it 8 times, including one memorable victory with 
Bernard Darwin as her partner. She took up a role as golf 
manager at Fortnum & Mason’s department store in London 
and when her amateur status was jeopardised as a result, she 
turned professional and embarked in 1935 on a paid tour of 
America, playing in over 50 exhibition matches with golfers of 
the calibre of Gene Sarazen and Walter Hagen. 

This was to be Joyce’s golfing swansong as the next year she 
met baronet and wealthy landowner and businessman Sir John 
Amory at Westward Ho! at Easter when they were in the same 
golfing party. Not long after he proposed to her at Brancaster 
Golf Club in August, with the engagement being formally 
announced in September of 1936. Sir John, 7 years older than 
Joyce, had inherited the family property, Knightshayes Court 
near Tiverton in Devon, along with the family textile factory 
which at one time was the world’s largest producer of lace, not 
to mention an estate near Blairgowrie in Scotland. When the 
engagement was announced Sir John and Joyce were staying at 
his 17,000 acre Glenfernate Lodge estate and shortly after their 
arrival they went out shooting on the Scottish moors.

Their wedding was set down for the 6th of January 1937 at St. 
George’s Church in Hanover Square, London and newspaper 

Neil  Crafter

  on  the  present  Tom Simpson gave  Joyce  Wethered

Bernard Darwin partners Joyce in the Worplesdon 
FoursomesJoyce Wethered - Champion Golfer

       the wedding gift
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reports leading up to the wedding from December 1936 and 
early January 1937 told the story of an unusual wedding pre-
sent that Joyce would be receiving. The Glasgow newspaper 
the ‘Evening Telegraph’ reported on the unusual present in its 
4th January edition with a story headlined:

Putting Green as Wedding Gift

Miss Joyce Wethered, the famous woman golfer, is to receive 
a nine-hole private putting green as a wedding gift. She mar-
ries Sir John Heathcoate-Amory, Bart., on Thursday. The gift 
takes the form of a model by Mr. Thomas Simpson, the golf 
architect, which will be reproduced in the beautiful grounds 
of Knightshayes Court, Tiverton, Sir John’s Devonshire home. 
Mr Simpson is supervising the laying of the green, which 
will occupy half an acre of land in front of the house.Miss 
Wethered’s engagement was announced in the autumn when 
she was a member of Sir John’s house-party at his Perthshire 
seat, Glenfernate Lodge, near Blairgowrie.”

The wedding was a well-attended affair and the report the 
following day in ‘The Times’ described the wedding, Joyce’s 
gown – “a classical gown of magnolia-tinted satin” – and 
reported that the reception was held at 16 Bruton Street hosted 
by Joyce’s mother. The married couple then left to spend 
their honeymoon in the West Indies, Jamaica and Bermuda. 
Wedding guests included golfing luminaries such as Miss 
Molly Gourlay, Cyril Tolley and of course her brother Roger. 
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Simpson were also attendees. And so Joyce 
Wethered became Joyce, Lady Heathcoat-Amory.

While Tom Simpson (the subject of a detailed profile by 
the late Tom MacWood in GA8) gave the couple his design 
of the putting green – in the form of a model of the green, no 
doubt in plasticine - and his supervision of its construction, 
the cost of building the green was met in part by subscrip-
tions from the tenants of Sir John’s estates at Knightshayes 
and Hensleigh. Construction was in progress in July of 1937, 
as a newspaper report on a visit to Knightshayes Court by a 

group of Exeter gardeners described that “special interest was 
shown in the miniature golf course under construction. This, it 
is anticipated, will represent the last word in miniature courses 
and will tax even Lady Amory’s skill in avoiding the bunkers.” 
It appears that turfing may have taken place around August 
1937 and the green matured through late 1937 and was ready 
for play by the spring of 1938.

The putting green was built next to the large front terrace 
that was surrounded by a privet hedge that was crowned by a 
topiary of hounds chasing a fox, and the green was described 
as being “fiendishly difficult” and having a “full range of rolls, 
speeds and cup placements.”  

The official opening of the green took place on Saturday 
25th June 1938 and was a gala affair. Sir John and Lady Amory’s 
house-guests for the weekend included Joyce’s father Newton 
and her mother Marion, her brother Roger and his wife, 
Bernard Darwin and his wife Eily, and Tom Simpson and his 
wife. The green was opened with the match of Bernard Darwin 
partnering Tom Simpson, up against Roger Wethered and the 
Tiverton Golf Club professional W. Ivory. Interestingly Joyce 
evidently decided to exclude herself from the opening match. 
Newspaper reports on the opening suggested that the nine-
hole putting course that Simpson designed “presents much 
greater difficulty than the greens of an ordinary golf course. 
Perfect accuracy is essential to prevent the ball running away 
yards from the hole, and even to the best of golfers it is guar-
anteed to provide a severe test of skill and judgement. A round 
of 21 for the nine holes is regarded as a brilliant performance, 
for each of the greens contains some special hazard.”

It was also indicated that provision was made for the green 
to be extended, and according to Lady Amory, would probably 
be extended to an 18-hole green “next spring”. It would appear 
though that this extension never took place.

A large gallery, mostly Tiverton Golf Club members, 
watched the opening match, and Roger Wethered holed out 
on the fourth hole in one putt. As to the winners of the match, 
alas, that was not reported, although the pairing of Wethered 
and Ivory most probably took the day, as putting was not 

Roger Wethered watches  his ball running towards the hole on 
the home green at Knightshayes Court

Bernard Darwin partnered by Tom Simpson in a match with 
Rogerer Wethered and W. Ivory the Tiverton  professional
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known as Darwin’s strong suit. There was a subsequent open 
competition, with Sir John offering prizes for the best men’s 
and women’s round.

Bernard Darwin then did what Darwin did best and wrote 
about Joyce’s putting green in Country Life in August 1938, in 
a story entitled “Golfing Gardens”. Please indulge me with the 
following extract from Darwin’s evocative prose:

It is beyond doubt that in garden courses an ele-
ment of the inequitable, the freakish, even the cruel, is 
essential, or the owners will quickly grow bored with it. 
The photograph on this page is of the most amusing and 
the most diabolical putting course that I have yet seen. It is 
at Knightshayes Court, near Tiverton. The owner of it, Sir 
John Heathcoat-Amory, is standing at the flag, evidently in 
cheerful hopes of some disastrous result to the tee shot which 
Mr. Roger Wethered has played to the ninth or home hole. 
Somewhere in the crowd there ought to be Lady Amory, 
who was Miss Joyce Wethered, but I cannot find her there. 

     The picture shows very well the features of the hole, though 
no photograph in my experience can quite do justice to the 
fiendish character of the slopes. There are, as will be seen, 
alternative routes to the hole; you pay your money and you 
take your choice of the riband of turf that skirts the central 
flower-bed on either side. If you are too gentle, or if you cut it 
by ever so little too fine, the ball takes the curve prematurely 
and plunges into the flower-bed. If you are too cautious, you 
will escape that obvious trouble but you may run a long way 
from the hole; and if you are too strong you will have a down-
hill putt of such delicacy that you may find yourself in the 
flower-bed which you were originally at great pains to avoid.
The course was designed by Mr. Simpson, and no architect 
has a greater relish for twisting the tiger’s – or anybody 
else’s – tail, nor a more devilish skill in doing so. I did not 
see this course before it was made, but I believe the original 
material consisted of one long and by no means gentle slope. 
The slope is still there, but is broken up into all manner of 

little hills and dales and curves and plateaux. I have not a 
card by me, but I suppose that the longest hole is something 
over twenty yards in length, and the shortest, which is by 
far the hardest, measures not more than half a dozen. There 
is no hole that is not strictly possible and playable, but at 
several of them to get the precisely right line – and the only 
line that will see the ball dead at the hole side – is a matter 
of inches, and very few inches at that. At the downhill holes 
we are frightened out of our lives lest we run over; and at the 
up-hill holes it is very difficult to harden our hearts; if we do 
not, the ball has a playful habit of trickling back to our toes. 
     On the day the course formally opened there was a scoring 
competition, and scores in the forties for the nine holes were 
by no means uncommon. At the seventh, six yards long, 
there was a whole queue of couples waiting on the tee while 
one courageous but unfortunate player continued to go out 
of bounds until he holed out at last in twenty. That hole is 
rather like the one in the picture, only emphatically “more 
so”. However, no description can do justice to this monument 
of ruthless ingenuity. My latest advices are that Lady Amory 
holds the record with a round of 19, containing a one at the 
seventh. To call it lucky would be unchivalrous, and at any rate 
19, which is but a single stroke over the par of the course, is a 
great score. If anybody does 18 I shall hope for a telegram.

Interestingly, Darwin referred in other of his writ-
ings to a domestic putting green he had seen 

“at the home of a distinguished golfing family” and in another 
he referred to the green being at the home of “the W’s”, so it is 
not difficult to surmise that the distinguished golfing family 
was indeed the Wethereds. If Joyce grew up with a family 
putting green outside her back door then it is hardly surpris-
ing that she should be given such a gift for her wedding.

Following the official opening the putting green was used 
occasionally for a putting tournament – in June 1939 Sir 
John invited the Devon Professional Golfer’s Alliance 
to visit and hold a competition, with both knock-out 
and medal play events being held for Devon’s profes-
sionals and their assistants. The artisans’ section of the 

Golf Course Architect Tom Simpson working on the plasticene 

model of a green given to Joyce Wethered as a Wedding Present

       the wedding gift
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Tiverton Golf Club was also invited to hold competitions 
on the green, after which refreshments would be served.

During World War Two, Knightshayes Court was used as a 
convalescent home, this time for personnel of the u.S. Eighth 
Air Force – it had been offered by Sir John’s father for a similar 
purpose during World War One - and the putting green was 
a popular recreational facility for the recovering airmen. An 
account by one such airman suggested that “although help was 
short during the war, that part of the grounds didn’t suffer in 
the least. It was trimmed regularly and meticulously.”

After the war Sir John and Lady Amory moved back into 
the house, and Joyce threw herself into gardening and encour-
aged her husband to join her in this pursuit. Together they 
remade the gardens, and for many years the couple worked 
the 12 acre garden themselves, with help only in mowing 
the lawns. At some time the putting green was abandoned, 
although a precise date when it went out of use is not known. 
As the couple grew older more help was needed and not long 
after Sir John’s death in 1972 the National Trust had taken over 
the management of the garden and eventually the house. 

Joyce continued to live at Knightshayes Court and in 
1989 the National Trust dedicated a room in the house to her 
exemplary golfing career, with Peter Alliss presiding over the 
formal opening and Joyce as guest of honour.  Amongst the 
many treasures on display is a painting of Joyce by her father, 
Newton, which she prized. Joyce Wethered passed away peace-
fully at Knightshayes Court on the 18th of November 1997, 
aged 96, after a life well lived and played. Sadly, Tom Simpson’s 
devilish putting green, his wedding present for her, is gone 
too – probably subsumed, ironically, by one of Joyce’s garden 
expansions.

Book Reviews contd from p54

Rarities in the Library of Golf 

Edited and compiled by Bob Grant and Don 
Wilson 

As golf collectors and historians it is great to see a partnership 
come together to provide us with great books. The latest book 
from Wilson Grant Publications is ‘Rarities in Golf ’ and it is 
a great collection really interesting topics selected from rare 
books and pamphlets from the 19th century. Many of these 
are so rare they are virtually unknown, and are combined 
with other articles and extracts from Victorian times 
covering many aspects of the game. It is a most interesting 
mix of golf history, the Royal Burgh of St Andrews, art and 
humour, songs and poems and even short chapters dealing 
with agronomy and the Rules.

This is a book one can just go back to time and time again. 
As one would expect from a book of this size there is an 
enormous amount of most interesting reading. I found the 
100 plus pages relating to St Andrews very informative and  
are interspersed with most attractive engravings. At the 
end of the book is a section dealing with Rules, and while 
it recognises the St Andrews Rules it tries to explain some 
of them in more simple terms. It also has a section dealing 
with unusual incidents such as a pig running off with a ball at 
Rosapenna County Donegal. This is like a forerunner to the 
similar section in the Golfers’ Handbook.

There is a wonderful colour section on the Art and Humour 
of Golf and it is difficult to realise that the booklets from which 
these drawings were taken all date to the latter part of the 19th 
century as many are still so relevant to the game of golf as it is 
played today. Many of the sketches appeared later on golfing 
postcards. The same could be said about many of the songs 
and poems. One thing is clear from reading this book is that 
there was much more interesting writing done about the game 
of golf over 1oo years ago than there is now.

 
Compare the writings in this book such as ‘The Duffer’s 

Golf Club Papers’ written in 1891 for the Montrose Standard 
with modern golf magazines. As a measure of the quality 
of the publication it has a Foreword and Afterword written 
respectively by Peter Dawson and Rand Jerris. The book which 
consists of 560 pages has many illustrations both in full colour 
and monochrome. It is beautifully presented, bound in green 
arbelave buckram with matching gilt blocked slipcase.  Be 
warned the book is in a limited edition of just 325 copies so 
don’t leave it until Christmas to order your copy, which may be 
obtained from Grant Books at www.grantbooks.co.uk It seems 
great value at just £60 with £6 postage in the uK, £9 overseas.

John Hanna

The gardens at Knightshayes Court
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Letter from Oz

The date for the 2013 Australian Hickory Shaft 
Championship, an event run by the Australian Golf 
Heritage Society, has now been set. It will take place 
at Carnarvon Golf Club, Sydney, on 22 November. 

Entry forms can be downloaded from www.australiangolfher-
itage.org.au . The event is open to men and women, amateurs 
and professionals, AGHS members and non-members. There 
are scratch and handicap prizes. Overseas entries are welcome, 
and I am always happy to advise and assist any overseas golfer 
wishing to play.

The Moore Park Golf Course is celebrating its centenary 
this year and AGHS was asked to help the celebrations by put-
ting on a hickory event. Moore Park is a public course near 
the centre of Sydney. Now run by the Centennial Park and 
Moore Park Trust it is one of the finest city public courses 
in the world. Lunch before the golf was very well attended 
and both the CEO of CPMPT, Mr Kim Ellis, and the State 
Minister for Sport and Recreation, the Hon Graham Annesley 
MP, made after dinner speeches expressing their support for 
golf heritage. The golfing highlight of the day for me was Peter 
O’Malley, well-known European Tour player, using his long-
nosed, scare-necked play club. The fate of the club in such 
strong and capable hands is another story.

Every year Tom Moore organises a show-and-tell preceded 
by a nine hole hickory event for AGHS members and their 
guests at Auburn Golf Course. This year the show-and-tell 
was particularly good. For me the highlight was three gutties 
brought along by Julian Pickrell. Apart from the usual flaky 
paint all three were in good condition. From the cover pat-
terns, manufacture sometime between 1880 and 1905 would be 
as good a guess as any. Julian lives in Nundle, in country New 
South Wales, where he has a farm. Poking around in the farm 

Michael Sheret writes on Heritage Matters in Australia

shed he found these gutties in an old tin. While gutties turn 
up in unexpected places reasonably often in Britain, to find a 
guttie, let alone three, in Australia is a much rarer event. Golf 
is known to have been played at Tamworth, the nearest large 
town to Nundle, since 1899. It might even have been played 
earlier in Nundle, which was a gold rush town, starting in1852. 
This brought an influx of prospectors, miners and entrepre-
neurs to Nundle. These included many Scots. Perhaps they 
brought their clubs and balls with them. We may never know.

A short write-up on the AGHS Golf Museum in Sydney 
appeared in the Winter (southern hemisphere) 2013 issue of 
The Brassie. This can be downloaded from www.australian-
golfheritage.org.au . The Museum is the only one of its kind 
in Australia, open to the public every Sunday with free entry.

 Par t  of  the  di splay,  note  the  top  hat  f i l led  with 
feathers  and the  adjacent  feather ies .

The  museum shop,  restored hickor y  putters  are 
popular  items.

letter from oz
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On Being There
Herewith two very personal memories occasioned by the 
spring and summer issues of Through the Green. First the cover 
of the spring issue with the 18th hole at St Andrews as depicted 
in Graeme Baxter’s painting, This is all about playing the 18th 
in its unique setting. As teenagers we could not, unlike the old 
and modern professionals, drive the green. Our more modest 
challenge was to carry our drives to Grannie Clark’s Wynd, 
then, if the ball hit the tarmac, a few precious yards would be 
gained and the shot to the green would become easier.

Secondly on page 17 of the summer issue your ‘Irish 
Musings’ depicts Jimmy Bruen at the top of his ‘loop’. His swing 
was unconventional and attracted a lot of interest but at the 
Walker Cup in 1938 if you were small enough and agile enough 
you could get really close to the action. I remember watching 
that from that very high position Jimmy Bruen would swing 
down and with an almighty thump propel the ball seemingly 
enormous distances. It was the thump of the club hitting the 
ground which is my abiding memory. The late Harry Weetman 
would provide a comparable analogy. Incidentally he signed 
his name in my autograph book J Bruen Jnr along with Alec 
Kyle, Charlie Stowe, Frank Pennink, Leonard Crawley,Gordon 
Peters, Cecil Ewing and Hector Thompson.

bob ritchie  royal blackheath

Ed. You will gather that Bob is not a young man given that 
he was at the Walker Cup in 1938. Isn’t it great that TTG can 
provoke memories. from so long ago. Incidentally he had just 
returned home from playing golf at Blackheath when I spoke 
to him.

Sir Charles Shaw
I have just read Graham Walters very fine article on Sir 
Charles Shaw, certainly a very fine golfer and intrepid  
soldier. However I would like to correct one error that 
occurs in the opeening paragraph. Graham states ‘Shaw 
was commissioned into the 43rd/52nd (Oxfordshire)
and (Buckinghamshire) Light Infantry as an Ensign by 
purchase in 1813’. Even in those quite wonderful days of 
holding a Commission in His Majesty’s army, one could 
not be commissioned into two Regiments of the Line at the 
same time! He was in fact commisioned into the 2nd/52nd 
(Oxfordshire Light Infantry) Regiment, this battalion had 
been raised in 1804, eventually being disbanded in 1816. 
Shaw did in fact see action in 1813/1814 and although 
presenting himself at Waterloo on the morning of the 18th 
of June was detailed to return to Brussels to superintend 
the baggage, Despite this enforced absence he did receive 
the Waterloo Medal. The 43rd (Monmouthshire Light 
Infantry) Regiment and the 52nd (Oxfordshire Light 
Infantry) Regiment were not united until 1881, as a 
result of the Cardwell Reforms, when they became the 
1st and 2nd Battalions of the Oxfordshire Light Infantry. 
One of the stranger amalgamatios (there were worse) as 
the obvious territorial choice for the 52nd was the 14th 
(Buckinghamshire or Prince of Wales’s Own) Regiment. 
(In 1881 this Regiment became The Prince of Wales’ Own) 
Regiment (West Yorkshire Regiment). Only in 1908, did the 
title of the Oxford LI change to the The Oxfordshire and 
Buckinghamshire Light Infantry, recognisisng the strong 
recruitment level in the neigbouring County.
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Rules,Architecture and John L ow

Rober t  Crosby

 considers  the  impact  of  John Low on these  matters  in  the  Edwardian Age 

These days we think of golf rules and golf architec-
ture as separate domains of the game, each with its 
own issues and experts.  You wouldn’t ask a rules 
administrator to design a golf course; architects 

aren’t consulted about rules disputes.  But the high wall we 
moderns assume to exist between the two domains broke 
down during the Edwardian Age. From about 1900 until the 
outbreak of the First World War debates about rules and golf 
design sounded very similar, so much so that the boundary 
between the two was sometimes hard to discern.

In exchanges about the Royal & Ancient’s new uniform 
rules that came into force in 1900, questions were frequently 
raised about their ‘fairness’. In concurrent exchanges about 
golf architecture, the issue was the same. On hundreds of new 
inland golf courses then being built, should their hazards be 
designed to inflict only punishments that were ‘fair’?  More 
broadly, should the severity of golfing punishments, whether 
imposed de jure by a rule or de facto by an architectural fea-
ture, correspond with the degree to which a shot was missed 
or should some other standard apply?

John Laing Low was active in both exchanges, something 
thought unremarkable at the time.  He was one of a surpris-
ing number of men during the era who sat on the R&A’s 
Committee on the Rules and who also designed golf courses 
or commentated on golf architecture.1 Among those wearing 
two hats, however, Low had special standing. He was widely 
recognized as a leading rules expert as well as an influential 
voice in architectural matters, helping to set in motion a 
revolution in golf course design.2

Low gathered his thoughts on these exchanges in two long 
essays written for Nisbet’s Golf Year Book, an annual golfing 
guide Low then edited. The Golfer and the Law3 was his take 
on contemporary rules debates. St Andrews Bunkers Old and 
New,4 was Low’s response to criticisms of new bunkers added 
to the Old Course between 1899 and 1905. His essays will be 
my guide through both debates. 

The essays were written to rebut those who wanted to give 
‘equity’ a bigger role in the rules and the design of golf courses.5 

Many felt that the harshness of golfing punishments should 
match the degree to which a shot was foozled. Punishments 
should ‘fit the crime’. Low did not agree. To the contrary, he 

believed the maddeningly unpredictable traditional Scottish 
game played on sometimes fluky links courses was a better 
model for golf. Indeed, he saw efforts to make golf a ‘fairer’ 
sport as a violation of “golf ’s true spirit”.

Very different visions of the game collided in these 
Edwardian exchanges. Low described the rules debate as 
being between parties who held “entirely different views of 
the game; the whole conception of the game is taken from 
different and opposing standpoints.6” Bernard Darwin, one 
of Low’s steadiest allies, characterized the architectural debate 
as between “two quite irreconcilable schools of thought”.  
Striking, however, is that the pivotal question in both debates 
was the same – what was the proper rationale for penalties in 
golf?

A stand-off over such an important question is reason 
enough to revisit these exchanges. But you can also hear in 
them the hinge of history creaking. Looking back a younger 
generation of Edwardians was trying to move golf past 
Victorian moralistic notions of how a sport should function. 
Looking ahead a decade or so to the 1920’s, the forces that gave 
rise to these Edwardian debates would go on to help shape 
what we call today the ‘modern game’. 

The Royal & Ancient’s Committee on the Rules was 
formed in 1897 to promulgate the game’s first uniform rules. It 
was a momentous event. The responsibility for administering 
rules was taken out of the hands of individual clubs and placed 
with a single sanctioning body.8 Though the event triggered 
considerable discussion, the practical advantages of a uniform 
code were obvious and virtually all British golf organizations 
adopted the new code, effective on the 1st of January 1900. 

Though there was agreement that uniform rules were a 
good idea in principle, there was nonetheless plenty of grum-
bling. With a variety of local rules now superseded by a tradi-
tional Scottish code, the fresh attention given to the older code 
raised all manner of concerns. Many of those concerns found 
their way onto the pages of Golf Illustrated, Golfing, Field, The 
Golfer, The Athletic News and The Sporting Chronicle, all of 
which devoted considerable space to rules queries, decisions 
and related commentary.9

The perceived unfairness and complications of the uni-
form rules were recurring themes in these published reports. 
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Many thought the rules should be ‘modernized’ by modeling 
them on the simpler, more transparent rules found in other 
sports.10 To that end there were calls to base the rules on a 
few universally accepted equitable principles. Low’s The Golfer 
and the Law was his rejoinder to such notions and his defense 
of the older Scottish codes on which the uniform rules were 
based.

Low observed, first, that basing the rules on a limited num-
ber of equitable principles, while appealing in the abstract, 
came undone in the actual drafting. He illustrated the problem 
with a proposed rule meant to remedy the ‘unfairness’ of simi-
larly struck shots having radically different outcomes. The rule 
would have provided:

If both players’ balls loft on the far edge of a bunker, and one runs up 
to the hole whilst the other falls back, the man in the bunker may lift 
and place himself as near to the hole as the other without penalty. 

For Low the proposed rule was not just bizarre, it also 
highlighted a problem inherent in equity-based rules. If the 
degree of the punishment must always fit the crime, rules will 
be vastly more detailed and their application in the field less 
certain. Low commented about the “champions of equity” that:

“ the counsels of men [who] try to set such nice penalties 
upon the players as shall fit in every case their delinquen-
cies, an order of endless complications arises, and every 
attempt at justice but makes the player more querulous, less 
certain, and more questioning. Golf to [the Party of Equity] 
must be ruled by laws which mete out to each offence an 
absolutely just and properly proportional punishment.” 

But there was a bigger problem, one that Low described in his 
defense of the ‘lost ball’ rule. As then in effect the rule provided 
that in match play a hole was automatically lost when a player 
determined that he would be unable to finish the hole with 
the ball he played from the tee. What his opponent might do 
subsequently was of no matter; the hole had been lost. It was 
a St Andrews rule incorporated into the new uniform code.

The rule was often criticized as unfair. Low was adamant, 
however, that it and other rules unique to match play be 
retained.

The Tory view is that a ball which can not be fairly played 
should make the rest of the journey holeward in the player’s 
pocket. A ball “out of bounds” of course comes under this 
heading, for it is clearly unplayable for a very simple reason. 
Ground out of bounds should be clearly defined, and the 
golfer who attempts to over it or past the side of it does 
so in the full knowledge that should he fail he will incur 
the greatest penalty. It is no use to say that the other man 
may at the next stroke make a similar failure; the venture 
is there, and must be undertaken or shunned according to 
the pluck or caution of the player. His success or failure will 
alike create a new situation for his rival. When a man finds 
his ball in an unplayable place in the centre of the course he 
has a reasonable complaint against the green keeper; but if 
he willingly goes into ground which is marked unplayable 
he can only hope that better judgment or better skill may 
be his the next time he is called upon to make a great choice.

Such rules may be harsh, but for that very reason they were 
well suited to trigger “crises” and therefore important to retain. 
They demand the golfer make choices that draw on not just  
his athletic skills, but also on his “nerve and judgment”.

And after all, it is in the nature of a great game that a sharp 
crisis should occur and a thing be done once for all, either 
for good or evil. In life we may try to fix the penalties to 
fit the crimes, but in a game we must try to make our 
crimes evade the already fixed penalties…it does [not] 
escape the notice… that the better players more frequently 
succeed when the greater risks are at stake... [T]he ideas 
of doing away with the greatest risks seems to me to take 
much of the sport and bigness out of golf; in the old days 
what a hero a man was who went for “the station master’s 
garden”; today I try it myself unless that match is very nearly 
contested. Nerve and judgment should be good qualities 
in a golfer. How can they be better demonstrated than 
by asking him either to risk or avoid the greater danger.

Managing risks presented by penalties was central to Low’s 
vision of golf at its best. It was why he was unswayed by argu-
ments that the ‘lost ball’ rule was unfair. If the penalties are 
clear to all, their fairness is not relevant. If the rule is harsh, 
that should be taken into account in the lines of play chosen. 
What matters more than fair rule are rules that ratchet up the 
poignancy of choosing between  possible playing strategies. 
Or, as Low put it, needed are rules that make for the “bigness” 
of the game by asking the golfer to make hard choices. 

But the “bigness” of the game was diminished and “crises” 
averted, if ‘fair’ ways must be found for a player to post a score 
on every hole as is the case in medal play. The necessity of 
such “accommodations” was why Low saw medal play to be 
a lesser form of golf. It was for that reason that he objected to 
the  “champions of equity” who wanted to simplify the code 
by basing it on medal play rules. He saw two fundamentally 
different conceptions of the game at issue:

Between these rival schools – these champions of go as you 
can, and those champions of equity – there is clearly a very 
distinct disagreement. They take entirely different views 
of the game; the whole conception of the matter is viewed 
from different and opposing standpoints. The [Tory] holds 
that golf is a game of risks and hazards – a game in which a 
man must measure himself if he does not wish to come to 
a poor finish. The other side look on the game as more or 
less of a performance in which a man distinguishes himself 
by his steady progress round the course, a progress which 
should not be needlessly interrupted.

Low went on to contrast his own “Tory” views with those of 
the “Party of Equity”:

the real Tory doctrine is easily understood:…it lies round 
one fundamental principle. Briefly, it makes golf a game of 
two sides and two balls and demands that every ball shall 
be played from the place where it lies.
The difference between medal and match play was “one of 

principle, not of detail…” Match play was “true golf ” because 
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its rules asked golfers to face possible disasters; fair outcomes 
were not the point. Facing such risks was to ask “a man to 
measure himself ”. Medal play dilutes such ‘crises’ and for 
that reason is a lesser form of the golf by reason of equitable 
“accommodations” allowing a golfer to finish every hole. 
Medal play was no more than an athletic “performance” over 
eighteen holes, a way to play golf that Low  thought missed the 
game’s “true spirit”. 

Low’s two main objections to giving equity a central role 
in the rules were, first, that it was an impractical goal; fitting 
punishments to each golfing crime was a fool’s errand. Second, 
giving equity such a central role was misguided in any event. 
It would eliminate those rules most responsible for the ‘crises’ 
that were at the heart of golf ’s unique drama, That is, rules 
should be seen not as the doling out golfing justice, but rather 
as defining playing risks to be either avoided or engaged 
depending on a golfer’s scoring ambitions.     

John Low
Though Low was  only  in  his  mid-thir t ies  at  the 
t ime of  these  exchanges ,  he  was  a lready a  prom-
inent  f igure  in  the  game.  He had ser ved on the 
R&A C ommittee  on the  Rules  s ince  its  forma-
t ion in  1897,  becoming chairman in  1913  and 
cont inuing in  that  role  unt i l  h is  ret irement 
in  1921 .  Low a lso  sat  on severa l  R&A Green 
C ommittees ,  was  a  f i rst  rank amateur  play-
er,  helped found the  inf luent ia l  Oxford Cam-
bridge  Golf ing S ociety  and wrote  f requent ly  on 
a  range of  gol f ing topics  for  The Athletic  News, 
The  Pal l  Mall  Gazet te  and  Golf  I l lustrated. 
Low’s biography of his friend Freddie Tait, published soon 
after Tait’s death in the Boer War, was the first book length 
biography of a golfer and remains a popular book.12 Though 
less well known today, Low’s other book, Concerning Golf,13 set 
out a theory of the placement of bunkers that brought about a 
rethinking of basic design principles, setting the stage for what 
we call today ‘strategic golf architecture’, an approach to golf 
course design that still dominates the discipline.

Early resistance to Low’s architectural ideas appeared in 
reactions to bunkers added to some of the outward holes on 
the Old Course between 1899 and 1905. Most striking about 
the new bunkers was that they had been placed near the spots 
that gave the best angles for approaches to greens. That is, they 
were placed not to catch missed shots but rather shots that 
were “almost but not quite perfect”. They stirred up a hornet’s 
nest.   
The anger  aroused by the  new bunkers  was  noted 
in  Golf ing :

St. Andrews was the venue of the [1905] Championship 
which will long be recalled as the one in which more tempers 
were rattled than in any previous contest.  Curses both loud 
and deep were hurled at the heads of the Green Committee 
for having, so it was alleged, over-bunkered the course….

In Countr y  Life  Horace  Hutchinson descr ibed a 
f i restorm:

The course of the Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews 
itself has lately been passing through a [veritable] burning 
fiery furnace of criticism. We all know what that links is 
now – how bunkers are being carved at the side of the straight 
and not very narrow course so that we cannot go as blithely 
and scathless [sic] on devious ways as we used to go;…

It is likely that Low directed the installation of the contro-
versial new bunkers. Certainly much of the public criticisms 
of them was aimed at Low. In his essay St Andrews Hazards 
Old and New, Low responded to his critics and set out the 
architectural principles that had guided the placement of the 
new bunkers. As in the rules imbroglio churning away at the 
same time, the key issue was the weight to be given to ‘equity’. 
The designers of inland Victorian golf courses put great weight 
on the ‘fairness’ of their bunkering schemes. The severity of a 
hazard, it was believed, should correlate with the magnitude of 
the golfing error the hazard was designed to punish. Thus the 
topped shot, deemed the worst sort of miss, was penalized by 
the most severe hazards - deep ‘cop’ bunkers set perpendicular 
to the line of play. Slices and hooks, considered less egregious 
misses, were met with less severe ‘wing’ bunkers. Better shots 
were given wide, hazard-free ‘fair greens’. The geometric look 
of many Victorian course was a by-product of bunkering 
schemes whose principal aim was to inflict only punishments 
that were ‘deserved’. 

Bunkers added to the Old Course in first years of the last 
century flew in the face of conventional wisdom.  Many were 
placed to trap nearly perfect shots, while bad shots might 
escape immediate punishment altogether. The new bunkers 
violated the cardinal Victorian architectural precept that bet-
ter shots should never be punished more severely than worse 
shots. Bunkers that caught  “almost perfect shots” rather than 
foozles were thus seen to be ‘unfair’. 

Low rejected such criticisms for the same reasons he 
rejected complaints about ‘unfair’ match play rules.  First, 
‘equity’ was as impracticable a goal for architects as it was for 
legislators. Pursing ‘fairness’ would inevitably lead to a tangle 
of endless complications. Darwin, discussing design changes 
to Hoylake in 1910, articulated the problem: 

Mercifully no golf course has yet been devised on which 
it is not possible to escape after a bad shot and be trapped 
after a good one; to make the punishment exactly fit every 
possible crime is as tiresome as it is a futile ambition.  

Low’s second, broader objection was that ‘fairness’ shouldn’t 
be an architectural goal at all, the same point he made in 
concurrent exchanges about ‘unfair’ rules. The main work of 
a hazard is not to punish bad shots equitably; fairness had 
nothing to do with it. “No hazard is unfair”, Low famously 
wrote. Like a good rule, good hazards present the golfer with 
potential “crises” to be negotiated if certain lines of play are 
chosen. Forcing “heroic” choices are what good hazards do. 
Assuring fair playing outcomes is not. 

                                    john low
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The Road Hole at St Andrews was something of a litmus 
test for such issues during the era. Given the hole’s iconic status 
today, we often forget that it was once frequently criticized as 
‘unfair’. The hole played much the same role in architectural 
debates that the ‘lost ball’ rule played in the rules debates. How 
you felt about either was a reliable indicator of whether you 
would sign on with the Party of Equity or the Tory Party.    

Professional players (front benchers in the Party of Equity) 
were the most vocal critics of the Road Hole. Often recounted 
was J H Taylor’s painful loss of the 1905 Open when he was 
unable to hold the green with a short pitch over the Road Hole 
bunker and then took two shots to recover from the road. 
Taylor commented later, with obvious restraint, that the hole 
“was not the grandest thing imaginable” and that its railway 
sheds, walls and especially its road, could not have “come 
down from heaven”.19 Alec Herd, another professional of the 
era, noted that the hole “as usual, caused a lot of trouble and 
grumbling … I have seen a beautifully played shot just trickle 
over [sic] which never deserved to be in trouble”.20

For Low, Darwin and other Tories, however, the Road Hole 
was a model of good design. What Taylor, Herd and others 
found unfair about the hole was precisely what Tories liked 
most about it. Things might go horribly wrong, but ‘unfairness’ 
had little to do with it. Rather the dangers the hole presents 
vary with a player’s appetite for risk. If the quality of your 
shot-making is not up to your golfing appetites, the Road Hole 
will extract a steep price indeed. For the less ambitious player, 
however, there are safe ways to tack to the green, albeit at the 
price of forgoing hopes of a low score.

At the turn of the last century the influx of ‘southern’ golf-
ers and the growing celebrity of professional players brought 
new pressures on the game. There were calls to fix what was 
perceived to be the arbitrariness of the older Scottish game. 
Both the rules and golf courses should be devised, it was 
argued, so that their punishments were more ‘fair’, in the sense 
that the outcome of golf shots should correspond more reliably 
with their quality (or lack thereof), all in the cause of making 
golf a sport that would better test a player’s ability to hit a golf 
ball far and sure. 

Those entreaties ran headlong into conservatives like John 
Low. Such goals, he argued, were not just impracticable, they 
misconstrued the game’s most important values. Golf was not 
in the business of distributing rewards and punishments fairly. 
To attempt to do so would ultimately mean the loss of the 
game’s highest drama – the thrill of risking golfing disaster 
to obtain possible rewards. Low saw the penalty incurred by 
driving into the station master’s garden or the extra strokes 
taken to exit the Road Hole bunker not as overly harsh, unfair 
punishments, but rather as the cost incurred by a player whose 
golfing skills were not up to his golfing ambitions.     
Which is why worrying about whether rules or architecture 
are ‘fair’ seemed so nonsensical to Low. If you wager you can 
negotiate certain dangers and you fail, you made a bad wager. 
To then complain about unjust treatment is simply incoherent. 

Gauging risks intelligently was for Low golf at its best and the 
source of its enduring popularity. Low’s related and equally 
important point was that those sorts of challenges didn’t need 
to be imported into the game by way of better rules and golf 
courses. They were already at hand in the golf played under St 
Andrews rules on classic links courses.

In these exchanges one party’s rationale for how rules 
should inflict their penalties was very similar to its rationale 
for how architectural features should inflict their penalties. 
Indeed, with the substitution of just a few words, Low’s defense 
of the ‘lost ball’ rule would serve just as well as his defense 
of the design philosophies he found on the Old Course. That 
‘interchangeability’ of arguments across the two different 
subject matters also applied to Low’s opponents.  Hence the 
striking similarity of so many Edwardian discussions about 
what are ostensibly different aspects of the game. 

Both sides saw rules and architecture as working hand-
in-glove to deliver golfing punishments, but they had very 
different visions of what goals those punishments should 
serve. In the name of ‘fairness’, the Party of Equity wanted 
golfing punishments, whether based on a rule or a design 
feature, that treated missed shots more severely than better 
shots. By contrast, the Tories wanted a game distinguished 
less by its ‘fair’ punishments than by its drama. To that end, the 
bite of a rule or a design feature should be a function of how 
ambitiously a golfer elects to play. Thus golfing punishments 
should target the ‘not quite perfect’ shot of the golfer seeking 
a low score, not the foozle. 

Each camp hoped that one day rules and architecture 
would coalesce around their own, preferred vision of how 
golfing punishments should work. That alignment did not 
take place. To the contrary, the two domains moved farther 
apart after the First World War. Medal play became increas-
ingly important in the rules and equity likewise took a larger 
role in the rule book. Golf architecture in the 1920’s went in 
the opposite direction, looking to the dramatic, if ‘unfair’, 
features found on the Old Course and other links courses for 
its inspiration. And with those developments the relationship 
between the rules and architecture became more like the one 
we know today. 

It should be noted, however, that the tensions that gave rise 
to these Edwardian debates have never been fully resolved and 
remain with us today. Still debated is whether golf ’s legisla-
tors and architects owe a duty to make golf a ‘fairer’ sport, or 
whether they should, on the model of the traditional Scottish 
game, promote values that go beyond those normally associ-
ated with contests of athletic skill. 

End Notes
Others involved with golf architecture and who also served one 
or more terms on the R&A Committee on the Rules during the 
first two decades of 20th century included Bernard Darwin, Harry 
Colt, Herbert Fowler, Horace Hutchinson, C. H. Alison, Benjamin 
Hall Blyth, Stuart Paton, A.C.M. Croome, S. Mure Ferguson, J. 
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R. Abercromby, Norman Boase, Charles Hutchings and C. B. 
MacDonald, the uSGA liaison to the committee. 
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1907.
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By 1898, the fifth year of the Ladies’ Championship, 
entries were rising and, after an uncertain start 
in the earlier years, the Ladies Golf union event 
seemed well-established. The first three years from 

1893 had been dominated by Lady Margaret Scott, and when 
her father accepted the trophy on her behalf for the third 
time in 1895, he announced her forthcoming marriage and 
hence her retirement from the game.  At the following year’s 
event at Hoylake, the winner’s close working partnership with 
her caddie-professional was noted with displeasure, and at 
Gullane next year, the local North Berwick Ladies Club play-
ers, who had pointedly declined to join the union, dominated 
the event.  The winner was the talented Miss E.C.Orr, who 
beat her sister Miss Orr (her first name was seldom given) in 
the final. 

The Yarmouth event in 1898 was not blessed with good 
weather.  It was cold and a storm had dumped much blown 
sand on the course, but at least there seemed to be no con-
troversies that week. The only grumble was that for months 
before it was clear that North Berwick’s Miss E.C.Orr, the 
Gullane winner, would not attend to defend her championship 
title.  She had not elaborated on the reasons for her absence, 
but various suggestions were made by her supporters, as we 
shall see.

But one week after the event, the Yorkshire Post published 
an article which caused consternation in the golfing world.  
On May 21st 1898 it reported that betting on the match-play 
was wide-spread during the week of the Championship, to an 
extent which was 'beyond belief ' and hinted that some of the 
gamblers were women. The newspaper accused the Ladies 
Golf union of 'harbouring in their midst a vampire which 
would suck the blood out of yet another cherished English 
sport.' 

The Yorkshire Post article was quickly quoted in the 
magazine Golf on June 3rd in a letter from a Mr A. Scott of 
the Cleveland Club at Redcar, and he commended the high-
minded anti-gambling stance taken by the newspaper.  There 
was prompt reaction from the readers of Golf, and two letters 
appeared in the following issue under the heading 'The Betting 
Menace'. First up was a Mr Jessop H. F. Hulton from Bolton, 
who regarded the accusations about the event as 'grossly 
untrue and impertinent'.  Hulton, who described himself as 

a delegate to the event from Lytham and St Anne's Golf Club 
(where the first Championship had been held), recalled that he 
had been staying that week at a hotel used as a base for many of 
the players and officials.  The ladies gathered there were above 
suspicion he said, and claimed that the LGu organisers would 
have been first to report any betting.  A close reading of his 
letter shows his denial was of ladies betting, and hence he was 
silent on any gentleman's wagers on the ladies play.  He called 
on Mr Scott, 'whose acquaintance he had not the honour of 
making' to apologise.

 This high-minded rebuke was neutralised by the content 
of the second letter that week. The writer hid behind the 
pseudonym 'East Lothian Golfer' and he wrote from North 
Berwick.  He recalled, rather disingenuously, that 'chancing 
to be at the event and staying at one of the competitors' hotels' 
he could confirm the claim for widespread betting, and that 
it was 'rampant'.  In his hotel, he said, at the same table as 
himself ‘there was a lady of uncertain age, who talked freely 
on the bets she had made.’  He recalled another incident in 
the championship tent where some gentlemen showed 'bad 
form' in having a noisy public discussion of a disputed bet.  
Next week, another letter to Golf, this time from a Mr Robert 
Whyte, leapt not only to the defence of the ladies but claimed 
that the men were not betting either.  Writing from his experi-
ence when staying at Yarmouth's Royal Hotel, he stated that 
'betting was conspicuously absent’ and that the captain of the 
Great Yarmouth Golf Club joined him in stating this.  He sug-
gested darkly that the Yorkshire Post and the letter-writers to 
Golf had another extra agenda to pursue beyond the betting 
story.  This seems to have been the case: it was tied in with Miss 
Orr’s absence. If gambling could be proven, it gave Miss Orr a 
plausible reason for not attending.

     On the narrow question of the evidence for gambling at 
the event, this is a familiar in law, namely a serious clash of 
evidence. An allegation is made, one backed up with convinc-
ing detail, and this is denied forcibly by others.  In making 
judgments, the credibility of the contestants has to be assessed, 
and in this it is helpful to look at what the witnesses have to 
gain or lose from their evidence.  What hidden agendas existed 
which made the letter-writers anxious to sustain their conflict-
ing positions on the matter of gambling?  
 

David Hamilton

looks at the allegations of betting at the Yarmouth event.

The 1898 Ladies’ Championship 
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The LG u, their supporters and the local Yarmouth club cap-
tain, made haste to reply in the golfing journal with a denial 
for two reasons. Firstly they felt they should uphold the club’s 
good name to by insisting that unseemly betting, by men or 
women, was absent at the event.  But it was more than that.  
Public betting was illegal at the time.  Any admission of overt 
gambling at the Yarmouth club might attract the attention of 
the authorities. The Street Betting Act was in force, and though 
primarily designed to protect working people from this alleged 
evil, the middle classes had to be seen to be on the high moral 
ground by showing unsullied amateurism to the public. What 
of the motives of the two Golf readers who steadfastly claimed 
that gambling was rife among those gathered at Yarmouth? 
Everyone knew that discrete gambling was widespread among 
gentleman golfers.  The men had enjoyed their sport at ladies 
events and at the Ladies’ Championship of 1895 there had been 
a ‘Calcutta’ auction, and the outright favourite Lady Scott 
was ‘sold’ for £30 prior to the first round. At Gullane the Orr 
sisters had Ben Sayers and Davie Grant as their caddies, both 
of whom were not only regular punters, but Sayers was fond 
of running a book at any golfing event.  What was the motive 
of the letter-writers in making and hyping the allegation of 
widespread gambling? The evidence is that Miss Orr simply 
had no wish to play at Yarmouth.  Her North Berwick sup-
porters, which may have included the suspiciously-named ‘Mr 
A.Scott’ and even the Yorkshire Post correspondent, looked for 
another way of defending her absence and excusing the breech 
of etiquette. They wished to prove her no-show was to avoid 
the gambling at the event. 

E.C.Orr
Miss Orr, the hero of Gullane, was the daughter of a Glasgow 
merchant and she had five golfing sisters.  In summer, the 
reclusive and very private family moved from one resort to 
another, which included a long stay at North Berwick, where 
they belonged to the Ladies Club. They did not play in the club 
medals, nor in any of the many extra ladies summer competi-
tions. Instead, the sisters played with each other and, avoiding 
other players, would start on the Links at unusual times and 
also avoid the usual starting area by cutting in at the third.  
In short, they were a family of non-joiners. Even after Miss 
Orr’s triumph at Gullane, she continued to avoid Scottish open 
competitions and even shunned the local North Berwick club 
medals.  She may or may not have disliked the gentlemen’s 
regular discrete gambling, but the main factor seemed to be 
a deeply-felt aversion to public play, one influenced by the 
Scottish middle-class mantra that a ladies name should not 
appear more than three times in the newspapers – once at 
birth, marriage and death.  It is highly likely she simply had 
no intention of going to Yarmouth.  

It seems this dismayed her East Lothian supporters, 
particularly the local distinguished male golfers, eminent in 
play and golf administration, who were well aware that not 
defending a title was bad form.  Since the reserved and aloof 

Miss Orr was not minded to go, a plausible excuse had to 
be found, and one way was to suggest she did not enter for 
Yarmouth because of excessive wagering at the event.  If it 
could be proven that this had indeed been the case, and that 
betting had spread openly to involve the ladies in addition 
to the usual discreet gentleman’s version, then the reclusive 
Miss Orr could be seen to be justified in not attending.  Her 
high-minded stance would exonerate her from criticism of her 
unsporting no-show.  

There we have it.  It seems that ‘East Lothian Golfer’’ and 
the others tut-tutting about ladies gambling at Yarmouth were 
instead attempting a defence of Miss Orr’s absence.  I think the 
gentlemen’s betting was probably at its usual level, and perhaps 
some ladies were not averse to a flutter during the tournament.  
The implausible denial of any gambling came from annoyance 
that the gentlemen’s discrete gambling was being exposed but 
also irritation that this apparently high-minded moral stance 
was a strategy to defend Miss Orr’s absence. 

I think the talented aloof Miss Orr had no intention 
of travelling to Yarmouth. One uncomfortable week of 
prominence at Gullane was enough. It was not the way she 
was brought up. A plausible excuse had to be looked for by 
her admirers and one was found. In doing so, it had the effect 
of bringing the gentlemen’s discreet gambling into the open, 
much to the irritation of the ladies tournament organisers, and 
their supporters.

 

Miss E C Orr, Ladies’ Champion in 1897, did not defend her title the following 
year. Her supporters sought to blame the prospect of gambling at the event. 

                         the 1898 ladies’ championship  
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 Bobby Burt 

looks  at  the  ‘Homes’  of  the  Honourable  Company of  Edinburgh Golfers .

Despite the current financial climate of austerity 
it seems that all the new golf courses built recently 
in Scotland boast large spectacular clubhouses 
providing five-star amenities and services to 

pamper their members and guests. But it wasn’t always thus.  
Writing in the 1793 Statistical  Account of Scotland, Sinclair   
recalled that in the earliest days of golf in Scotland ‘

The greatest and the wisest in the land were to be seen 
on the Links of Leith, mingling freely with the humblest 
mechanics in pursuit of their common and beloved amuse-
ment.  All distinctions of rank were leveled by the joyous 
spirit of the game.  Lords of Session and cobblers, knights, 
baronets and tailors, might be seen earnestly contesting for 
the palm of superior dexterity, and vehemently, but good 
humouredly, discussing moot points of the game as they 
arose in the course of play’ 1.   

In these days at Leith there was nothing in the form of a 
‘club’, and no clubhouse providing  ‘pampered ambience’ for 
the golfers who would simply turn up, play their games or 
matches and then depart. There was one formal established 
group, The Royal Company of Archers, comprised of Scottish 
noblemen and formed in 1676 who, intent on preserving 
their archery skills, practised on the Links of Leith and had 
received three silver arrows from Musselburgh and Edinburgh 
as prizes   ‘to be shott for in the Lynks.’, 2 but it was not until 
the eighteenth century Period of Enlightenment in Edinburgh 
that men of like-minded intellect, social status, standing and 
interests formed clubs or societies, many with arcane rules 
and shibboleths 3. It was this group of well-to-do Edinburgh 
archery and golf addicts, known by a variety of informal 
names involving the random juxtaposition of the words, 
‘Edinburgh, Leith, Gentlemen, Golfers’, who formed a ‘Club’ 
and played golf over the links.  Saturday was their ‘Playday’ 
and they would arrive for lunch, play their matches,  then over 
dinner in their preferred tavern, would settle their bets and 
arrange matches and wagers for the following week, before 
departing for home 3.

Inns and Taverns, the Golfers’ Howff.
In Edinburgh the Inns and Taverns were established in 
the reign of King James the First and they came under the 
cognizance of the legislature. There was an ordinance, 
intended to encourage travellers to stay overnight in the 
bedrooms, that demanded that all local patrons leave the 
premises by nine pm, with a fifty-shilling fine for any 
landlord who failed to comply 4. The archers and golfers 
would eat and drink at these inns when they practised or 
played, but when archery was banned at Leith in 1734 the 
Archers moved back to Edinburgh where they conducted 
their practice sessions, first on the Bruntsfield Links and then 
on the East Meadows where they patronized Mrs. Balfour’s 
tavern at Louriston Yeards 5. Not only did she serve food and 
drink, she permitted the archers to store their equipment 
and also erected practice butts in the yeards she possessed.  

In Leith, the street known as Kirkgate ran parallel to 
Constitution Street and boasted many inns and taverns close 
to the Links 6. One such inn, Kinnairds, was still extant in 1932, 
while The Red Lyon, in the middle of Kirkgate was burned 
to the ground. John Brown’s tavern, normally frequented by 
travellers and a better class of native, was in an uproar around 
midnight on the 8th of March 1691, when John, the Master of 
Tarbet, in amorous pursuit of a servant lass, blundered into 
the bedroom of a French guest, a Msr. Elias Poiret who was 
visiting with his two brothers 2.Words came to blows, pistols 
were fired, swords were drawn and Elias was run through with 
a sword and killed by one of a trio of intoxicated soldiers who 
had been downstairs. They were so drunk that it was impos-
sible to determine later who had delivered the fatal thrust, so 
no individual was brought to trial. Fatal tavern brawls were 
a frequent occurrence in this period7apparently. In contrast, 
William Cant’s Ordinary was reckoned in 1578 to be a hand-
some arcaded building while Mr. Rose’s tavern seems to have 
been a model of probity and rectitude. Most of the taverns had 
small cell-like rooms, poorly illuminated by tallow candles 8 
and several had bedrooms upstairs where ladies of the night 
could be ‘entertained’. (Figure 1) Clearly this was a ‘lively’ area 
of the town!

From Leith to Muirfield via Musselburgh
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The First Two Homes: Clephane’s and Straiton’s. 
It is well documented that the archers/golfers patronised 
these two taverns in Leith, but there is no indication as to 
whether one came first followed by a switch to the other or 
whether both were used equally, with some members prefer-
ring one over the other, and members vacillating between 
the two.  Clark 9 records that until the Golfhouse was built  
in 1768, the golfers patronized Clephanes’s, and Hamilton, 
10 concurs, but Campbell 11 implies that Straiton’s was the 
preferred howff prior to the building of the Golfhouse, and 
notes that William St. Clair of Roslin was frequently to be 
seen there. Kerr 12merely notes that the building of their 
Golfhouse meant that ‘members were able to dispense with 
Luckie Clephane’s and Straiton’s, howffs.’ The golfers would 
congregate here each Saturday for lunch and dinner, and 
before setting off they would purchase golf balls from the 
publican and store their clubs with him after their golf.

Mr. Clephane’s tavern was located at the foot of Easter Road 
where Clephane made and repaired golf clubs for sale and for 
hire, and sold golf balls. He was also a vintner of considerable 
repute. The Burlaw Court 13 of Leith met at Clephane’s and on 
all occasions closed their proceedings with refreshments there, 
ignoring the ruling that the cost was not to exceed £24 Scot’s, 
while the Baillies of Leith marched in stately procession to 
Clephane’s at the twice weekly rising of the Court.  This was 
clearly a tavern of appropriate social stature for the members 
of  the Royal  Company of Archers.

Clephane died in 1742 but the business was continued by 
his widow 14 who now became known as ‘Lucky’ (or Luckie) 
Clephane. At that time in Scotland it was apparently common 
15 to apply this sobriquet to all matronly women of a certain 
grade in society, and Stuart  identifies 36 other ‘guidwives’ so 
named 13 in Edinburgh.  It should be recalled that in 1744 when 
the City of Edinburgh Council presented the silver club as the 
first golf trophy for competition, they stipulated that the five 
shilling entry fees required of each entrant were ‘to lye at Mrs. 

Clephane’s house in Leith until handed to the victor’.  This 
gives an idea of the respect and trust in which she was held, 
and also indicates that Lucky Clephane’s remained the golfers 
home until at least 1745.  

Straiton’s was a tavern at the head of the Kirkgate, on the 
west side, facing the elm-shaded path (now Laurie Street) 
leading to the Links 6.  It was here that claret was drunk from 
silver or pewter tankards from the butt, and it was from here 
that Tobias Smollett drew his 1771 observations on the veteran 
Leith players who never went to bed without imbibing a gallon 
of claret each 6.

The Third Home,  The Golfhouse of 1768.
By 1765 seeking more privacy and needing somewhere 
to store their clubs and their military-style red jacket club 
uniforms which were worn on the Links to identify them as 
members of the golf club, the decision was made to leave the 
taverns and build a clubhouse 16. At the same time the City 
of Edinburgh was attempting to raise revenue by offering 
to ‘feu’ parts of the Leith Links. William St. Clair of Roslin, 
who was Captain of the HCEG, applied for a feu ‘in order to 
build a golfhouse thereon for their meetings and entertain-
ments’ and on the 22nd of April 1767 he was granted three 
roods, approximately three quarters of an acre, at a feu duty 
of one pound per annum. The chosen site was in the south-
west part of the Links, at the confluence of Duke Street, 
Duncan Place, Easter Road and Vanburg Place, using the 
modern street names. (see map). The foundation stone was 
laid on the 2nd. of July, 1768, in true Masonic manner, with 
three strokes of the mallet by the Grand Master Mason of 
Scotland, William St. Clair of Roslin, in the presence of nine 
other members, all Master Masons in Masonic uniform 16. 
This was almost certainly the world’s first purpose built golf 
clubhouse, a rectangular building of seventy feet frontage 
and thirty feet in depth. Inside there was a large, or Princi-
pal Room, which was always set aside for use by the golfers, 
an ‘indifferent’ room where they could change their clothes, 

Fig 1 A Tavern in the Kirkgate Fig 2 Backview of the Grandstand 
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and two additional rooms which the members leased to 
a tenant who was to provide the meals for the golfers, but 
could also manage the two additional rooms for the sale 
of food and drink to members of the public.  Twenty-two 
Gentlemen Golfers subscribed the money for the building 
and the feu rights were made over to them as Trustees. 16

The large room contained a set of mahogany telescopic 
dining tables some eighteen feet in length, mahogany side 
tables, eighteen chairs covered in haircloth, a large carpet, 
three large screens, silver and plated goods and portraits on 
the walls 17. In the centre of one wall and above the fireplace 
was the full-length portrait of the Captain, William St. Clair, 
painted by Sir George Chalmers. The members deposited their 
golf clubs in ‘boxes’ (lockers) in the golfhouse, adding to the 
congestion inside and complaints about the lack of space were 
common.  Mr. Alexander, who “was deemed a fit and proper 
person to keep a tavern and public house for the Reception 
and Accommodation of the Golf Company” became the ten-
ant.under the feu charter of 1767 the golfhouse was in practice 
a tavern, even if the large room was always reserved for the 
golfers, and Mr. Alexander provided the food and drink.  It 
seems that he also owned some of the furniture in the large 
room 17.

It was well known by the locals that the grass on the links 
possessed a high chlorine content making it a popular place 
for housewives to lay out their damp, newly washed linen, to 
be well bleached in the sun. Behind the golfhouse there was a 
smaller bleaching green on which the linen could be laid out 
without fear of it being trampled by horses and golfers, and in 
1808 James Napier subleased this area, paying rent to the golf-
ers and charging the public for using the green. When arrested 
by the police for this ‘contravention of common practice’, he 
sued them, and supported by the HCEG, won his case 18.  
In addition to owning the first clubhouse in September 1787 
the HCEG took a ‘Tack’ on the green 19, to run to 1833 and 
paying an annual rent to the Council for this right which now 
most probably made them the first golf club in the world to 
own their golf course and clubhouse. They attempted to drain 
the links which were perennially wet because of the Greenside 
Burn which ran across to the sea, they undertook maintenance 
of the grass, reseeding and repairing the damage caused by 
cavalry exercises on the links, filled in the military trenches 
and levelled some of the mounds built up for troop encamp-
ments, and beside the School they created a short five-hole 
course, for the pupils. These are both mentioned in the original 
Rules of 1744, Rule 13, as the Soldier’s Lines and the Scholar’s 
Holes, from which the ball could be lifted without penalty. 
In 1800 the Edinburgh Magistrates granted the ‘Gentlemen 
Golfers’ a Seal of Clause and bestowed on them the name ‘The 
Honourable the Edinburgh Company of Golfers’, in modern 
times shortened to The Honourable Company, or HCEG.  

Difficult Times.
As we now know the years of the Napoleonic wars created 
many difficulties. By 1827 not only was course maintenance 
almost impossible given the military activities of the Mid 
Lothian Volunteers and other cavalry exercising on the Links, 
the increased traffic between Edinburgh and Leith, the waning 
interest in golf itself, and the encroachment of cattle and sheep 
whose owners refused to pay the HCEG rent that was legally 
due. In addition the City fathers sold feus to other parts of the 
links in order to raise revenue. Many members had already 
taken their games and matches to Musselburgh, so collection 
of subscriptions became difficult and finances were low. The 
Thistle Golf Club, which shared many members with the 
HCEG, was invited to rent part of the golfhouse, but this was 
rejected, and with the golfhouse already mortgaged and the 
interest payments in arrears, a decision was made to sell the 
furniture and effects which were advertised in the Edinburgh 
Evening Courant of the 29th of August 1833 20. Alas, this did not 
clear the outstanding mortgage, repayment of which was now 
being demanded, so the golfhouse was sold, realizing some 
£1,130. Despite the falling income and with many members 
playing their games and matches at Musselburgh the City 
Council extended the HCEG feu on the golf course at Leith 
for a further year, to 1834, although it was clear to all where 
the future lay.  

The Fourth Home: Mrs. McKendricks.  
On the 26th of July 1836, The Honourable Company held a 
General meeting at Barry’s Hotel in Queen Street, Edinburgh, 
and made the decision that for the next three months the Club 
Dinners would be held in Musselburgh, breaking the last link 
with Leith 21. The members met at Mrs. McKendrick’s Inn, 
which later became the Musselburgh Arms Hotel, for dinner 
on the first Saturday of each of the ensuing three months and 
the playing of golf was transferred to the Musselburgh Links. 
It might be argued that three months was too brief to war-
rant being included as one of the ‘Homes’ but it ushered in 
an unbroken stay of some 55 years in Musselburgh, six miles 

Fig 3 First Tee and the old Racecourse Stand
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from Edinburgh and, in those days probably necessitated an 
overnight stay after golf and dinner, unless one could secure 
a place in the two-horse carriage that provided a service 
between Edinburgh and Musselburgh. 22   

Fifth Home: Musselburgh Racecourse Grandstand.
The stay with Mrs. McKendrick was obviously planned to be 
flexible while other negotiations took place, and the ground-
work for the next move had probably been laid as early as 
the 8th of March 1828 when the Magistrates and Council of 
Musselburgh were invited by the Honourable Company to a 
dinner in Edinburgh.  Having now moved to Musselburgh 
the golfers were offered, and accepted, accommodation in 
the Racecourse Grandstand for their meetings and refresh-
ments. (Figures 2 and 3) As noted in the records of the Royal 
Musselburgh Golf Club, in 1836, Thomas Alexander, the new 
Race Stand attendant, was appointed to take charge of the 
Club boxes and to prepare holes on the green, to be super-
ceded in 1843 by John Gourlay, tenant of the grandstand. 
Catering was provided by Mrs. Forman’s public house, 
which is still in place behind the original third green.  How-
ever, by 1865 the increasing membership of the Honourable 
Company, now numbering 300, made the Grandstand un-
satisfactory for refreshment or relaxation and forced a move 
of a matter of yards rather than miles, to the west side of the 
racetrack overlooking the golf course. 

The Sixth Home:  No. 8, Balcarres Road, Musselburgh. 
This was a more significant undertaking than the creation of 
the golfhouse at Leith so members formed the Golf House 
Club, charged with overseeing all aspects of the building.  All 
the HCEG members were expected to join this Club, with 
their dues being used to pay for the building, in addition to 
the dues required to be a member of the HCEG itself ! On 
completion of the project the Golf House Club was dissolved 
and the members resumed their roles as members of the 
Honourable Company. In 1868 the building was completed 23  
at a cost of £2,115.  Built of grey stone (Figure 5) it was larger 
than the other three similar clubhouses later built by the 
Musselburgh Golf Club, the Royal Burgess Golfing Society, 
and the Bruntsfield Links Golf Club.  All four buildings remain 
today although No. 8 is now shared by an infant’s nursery and 
a Masonic Lodge, the presence of the latter confirming that, 
as at the Leith golfhouse, the foundation cornerstone was laid 
in Masonic tradition.  

From the outside No.8 appears to have been built in two 
parts, the northern (nursery) part first. It is a deep-planned 
building on the right which could have provided space for a 
large public club room and ancilliary service accommodation. 
An oriel window was added in 1865 by Peddie and Kinnear, 
architects, who, as John More Dick Peddie also contributed 
the next home in 1897. Sadly little is known about the accom-
modation inside No.8. Although the Financial records detail 
what was spent 24, the invoices do not detail the objects of 

the expenditure. We know that there was a wooden staircase 
with handrails leading to the floor with the Dormer windows, 
presumably where bedrooms were available. There was also 
a large room for which a large dining table and chairs were 
purchased, and presumably this would be the main meeting 
room and used for the dinners. There were boxes for golf club 
storage, but no mention of a kitchen, though this would have 
been required for the Dinners, and no mention of facilities 
for ablutions, beyond a note that £6 was spent for spittoons.

During the time at Musselburgh the Honourable Company 
took on an increasingly larger share of responsibility for the 
upkeep of the golf course, actively resisting any interference 
with the playing of golf on the links and including the suc-
cessful prevention of a road across the Links as proposed by 
the local Council 25. They enjoyed no special privileges over 
other golfers or clubs, paid an annual rent for the links of 
£25, undertook the mowing in the summer and paid £12 per 
annum for repairs to the links, general upkeep and cutting of 
the holes 25. Kerr credits the HCEG with bearing the principal 
expense of the upkeep of the Musselburgh green. In addition 
there had been six Open Championships held at Musselburgh, 
under the auspices of the Honourable Company. In 1877 they 
suggested that management of the Links be entrusted to a joint 
committee composed of members drawn from all four clubs 
who used the Links. 

A Move for the Right Reasons:
The advent of the mass-produced gutta-percha ball around 
1848, easier to play than the featherie, costing less than a shil-
ling per ball in 1899 and lasting for several rounds of play, was 
the tool that allowed golf to grow and increased the popularity 
of golf. The growth and spread of the game was inexorable 
and the pressure on the nine-hole Musselburgh Links was 
relentless, with the members of the HCEG being almost 
crowded out of the green for which they were paying to keep 
in order, but there was little support for any move until in 1891 
Mr. Robert Clark of Edinburgh proposed the disposal of the 
clubhouse26 and set in train much searching for a suitable new 
home. Eventually, a decision was made to move to the ‘Howes 
of Muirfield’ on the Archerfield estate, part of the Farm of 
Muirfield, an area that was used for training and racing horses 
with the winning post for the racetrack situated close to the 
modern 18th. green. The Scotsman newspaper, on the 3rd of 
May 1891, commented that 

‘Musselburgh in these recent years has been fairly over-
run and the Honourable Company has done more for 
Musselburgh than (Musselburgh) has done for it’. 

A few years later the overcrowding led the Royal Burgess 
and Bruntsfield Golf Clubs to move away from Musselburgh 
to the west side of Edinburgh. Not all the HCEG members 
wanted to move to Muirfield, some one hundred electing to 
remain in Musselburgh, to form ‘The New Club.’ The Minute 
of the HCEG Committee Meeting of the 15th of May 1893 notes 
that the clubhouse, the fixtures, boxes and furnishings, two 
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armchairs, engravings and the ground were sold to the mem-
bers who formed the New Club 27. The HCEG kept cutlery, 
crockery, glasses and any items marked with their initials, 
while also agreeing to contribute £150 per annum for the next 
five years to provide 100 club boxes for use by members of the 
HCEG who would continue to have all the privileges of the 
New Club except participation in the competitions and man-
agement. It should be recorded that on the 6th of November 
1891 Mr. Alexander Stuart won the last Honourable Company 
medal to be contested at Musselburgh. 

The Seventh Home:  Duncur Road,  Gullane.
Work on the new golf course designed by Old Tom Morris was 
started immediately and, as is now well known the 1892 Open 
Championship was played at Muirfield, less than a year later.  
Building the clubhouse was to take a little longer. (Figure 6).
This task was assumed by Mr. B. Hall Blyth, a civil engineer 
by profession, a Past Captain (1880-81) and also Recorder 
(1888-96) and Trustee of the HCEG, who had identified the 
site at Muirfield for the golf course. Tall and powerfully built, 
with a loud booming voice giving his opinions, he was dif-
ficult to challenge and he engaged as his builder the lowest 
quoted cost of £1,574 for the ‘Elizabethan Design’. From the 
start the half-timbered main gable was deemed to be too small 
for the approximately 200 members. Stone for the building 
came from a local quarry at East Fenton and red freestone 
from Cumberland was used for the corners and facings of the 
windows.
The interior was dominated by the Great Hall, a long nar-
row room which became the dining room at weekends and 
as required at other times. Members boxes identified by the 
member’s name on a brass plate and charged at £10 per annum 
lined the side walls, while higher up were hung the portraits. 
The ceiling is of exceptional height and the window to the 

north offers the magnificent prospect of the golf course, the 
Firth and the Fife coast, while the south window admits the 
sunlight. The fireplace on the west wall proved popular with 
the members after a padded, leather-covered fender, obtained 
from the Carlton Club in London, offered seating in close 
proximity to the fire. Outside, a covered verandah ran round 
the east wall. There was no water supply from a central source 
to the clubhouse so an American-made ‘windmill’ pump 
was erected over a spring between the 6th green and the 7th 
tee, on the west side of the modern practice range, to pump 
water about 300 yards to the clubhouse. When the water and 
drainage system from Gullane was eventually installed in 
December 1894 the ‘windmill’ was retained in situ for several 
years as a designated ‘bunker’. Inside there were office prem-
ises and a committee room in which breakfast was served 
for members who chose to stay overnight in one of the seven 
upstairs bedrooms. The arrival of piped water and drainage 
enabled the introduction of a ‘washing house’, a laundry, a 
‘good’ kitchen, rooms for the club staff and comfortable apart-
ments for the Club-Master and his family.
Predictably opinions were divided. Some thought that the 
building lacked any architectural merit 28, especially in com-
parison with ‘High Walls’ the next door country house by Sir 
Edwin Lutyens (now Greywalls Hotel), while the Rev. Kerr 
enthused over ‘the most handsome and commodious building 
in the country’. Notwithstanding these improvements opinion 
was united: the clubhouse was still too small!  Minutes of the 
Committee Meetings of the 3rd. of April 1895 record ‘a move to 
increase the dressing and laundry accommodation’, and ‘the 
Committee of management were remitted to arrange for the 
building of such additions’. On the 18th. of May 1894 localised 
dry rot was recorded which necessitated treatment and on the 
4th. of June 1895 Mr. Hall Blyth presented plans for the pro-
posed additions to the clubhouse which were discussed and 
approved. The approval included an injunction against the 
purchase of additional land for expansion and a note that the 
furnishing of the new rooms and the dressing room should be 
the plainest possible. It says much for the forceful character 

Fig 4 Map of Leith Fig 5 No 8 Balcarres Road
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of Mr. Blyth that a suggestion from several members that the 
proposed plans be exhibited in the clubhouse before being 
finally approved was rejected as ‘being of no good purpose’.  
John More and Dick Peddie designed the addition in 1896 
(Figure 7) and were involved again with George Washington 
Browne with the additions in 1906.

Modern Times:
The passing years have seen many changes internally with 
regular upgrades and modernization. Externally the familiar 
modern clubhouse differs little from 1908 and the passing 
years have enabled it to blend comfortably into the surround-
ings, with Greywalls Hotel and the clubhouse complementing 
each other.  Television at the golf championships has made 
the view of the 18th green, with the island bunker and the 
clubhouse beyond, into an iconic image. With a golf course 
that is now revered and consistently voted to be one of the 
world’s greatest courses, moving from the seventh home seems 
unlikely. Our predecessors, however, would not be surprised 
to learn that, despite regular enlargement over the years, 
opinion still deems the clubhouse to be ‘too small’ for today’s 
increased membership.  
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Beau Desert Golf Club 
The First 100 Years 1911-2011
by
Steve Lord

If you are like me and not terribly knowledgable about 
the location of a lot of the golf courses in England 
then you will probably have wondered as I have done 
where the golf club with such an exotic name as Beau 
Desert is situated. This centenary book will do much 
more than answer that question for you. The author was 
very fortunate to have had access to, and makes great 
use of, so many of the early documents relating to the 
history, not just of the golf club but also of the estate. 
Like many clubs it owes its existence to the landed 
gentry, in this case the Paget family and in particular 
the 6th Marquess of Anglesey. This early history is well 
supported by interesting documents, maps and photo-
graphs. There is a most interesting chapter on a number 
of the ‘Founding Fathers’. Included in this section is 
William Herbert Fowler who designed and laid out the 
course. Another is Tom Coulthwaite who was Captain 
from the first five years and Vice-President from 1926-
27. Through his horse racing interests he became closely 
associated with the Prince of Wales. Later to become 
King Edward VIII and through these contacts the club 
nearly became the ‘Royal Beau Desert Golf Club’.

The book is most informative and one interesting 
fact relating to the course is that despite many altera-
tions the stroke index has never altered. Some of the 
changes to the course have been due, as one would 
expect, to the gradual subsidence the course being built 
over old mines. The course is recognised as being a very 
complete test of golf and has been used as a Qualifying 
Course for the Open Championship.  All aspects of 
the club life are looked at including a chapter on the 
professionals and another on golfers of note both ladies 
and men. The book consists of 133+ pages and is colour 
throughout and comes with an attractive dust-jacket. It 
is available from the Professional’s shop at Beau Desert 
GC Tel 01543 422492 at the cost of £22 plus postage. 
www.bdgc.co.uk

John Hanna

Enthusiastic Amateurs
by
Allan Jamieson

In Alistair Mackenzie’s seminal book The Spririt of St 
Andrews. (a must-read book for every serious student of golf 
architecture) he gave the futuure golfing world some stern 
advice about how golf club committees should be constituted. 
He, and his fellow directors at Alwoodley Golf Club near Leeds 
in Yorkshire, had actually acted on his advice some thirty years 
earlier when they formed a permanent committee to run the 
affairs of the club. unaware of Dr Mackenzie’s thoughts on 
the crucial matter of committee qualifications and terms of 
office the early founders of golf clubs in north-west Tasmania 
set out to make their own mistakes, albeit with the best of 
intentions. No doubt similar mistakes were made elsewhere 
in the world. Now some seventy years later Allan Jamieson 
has written a cautionary tale about golf club management 
which borders on a technical manual of how not to run a 
golf club. Alan’s working title was The Perils of Lucky Dip 
Management and he has written more in sorrow than anger 
of the seemingly endless squabbles that have hindered a small 
golf club in this part of Tasmania from achieving its potential.
Intrerspersed with a catalogue of perceived errors by sundry 
local notables Allan writes fondly of the early characters 
of the nascent golf clubs who gave colour to the golfing 
scene. Their photographs and scores are included to round 
their stories out, however , it is the lessons of other people’s 
mistakes that makes this a book that should be read by every 
director of every golf club in Australia, if not the world.

For a copy of this book please contact the author at aoki@
southcom.au The price is £30 approx including airmail 
postage.

Peter Gompertz
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The Golfing Kyles of St Andrews

by
Eve M.Soulsby

This is a lively account of the golfing family of Dr 
(and Mrs) David Hamilton Kyle who set up practice 
as a GP in St Andrews in 1888. He soon purchased 
No. 16, The Links, beside the eighteenth fairway, 
now the R&A’s Waldon House. Their six children 
went to the local Madras College school and could 
play without formality on the Old Course at the front 
door. They made the mark early in the local clubs and 
Elsie, the eldest, as a teenager, was champion at the 
St Rule Club, compelling a change in the traditional 
procedure which made their champion automatically 
captain next year. She was soon in the Scottish team 
and beat the formidable Dorothy Campbell in the 1909 
Scottish Ladies event, and made the front cover of 
Golf Illustrated. Younger sister Ida joined Elsie in the 
Scottish team of 1910, and brother Denis was a Walker 
Cup player in 1924, holding the Old Course amateur 
record of 72 from 1934. Younger brother Edward 
reached semi-finals of The Amateur at St Andrews, but 
brother Richard only played off scratch. Youngest of 
the family was Audrey who won the LGu Open in1921. 

Al l  s ix played in Scott ish team international 
matches at some point, and all were much involved in 
the very competitive local St Andrews golfing scene. 
Eventually they had careers abroad, notably in Far East, 
often returning to Britain, and two settled back in St 
Andrews. This book will make the family achievements 
better known, and will explain the story behind the 
eponymous Kyle trophies at the St Rule Club, the St 
Andrews Golf Club and Madras College. Eve Soulsby 
writes well (see her excellent history of Braemar Golf 
Club) and this is a well-researched, well-illustrated 
story worth telling.The six golfing Kyles died aged 91, 
94, 85, 87, 78 and 92. The good doctor and his wife 
clearly did something right: living yards from a cham-
pionship public golf course was good start.

Privately published at St Andrews, 2013.
Available from Dr E.M.Soulsby, 33 Canongate, 
St Andrews KY16 8Ru: 40 pages, 64 colour 
illustrations ; £5 plus £1.20 p&p.

David Hamilton 

Fairways in Ashdown Forest the first detailed account 
of the Royal Club’s 125 years will be published in late 
October and  the club are seeking response to a leather 
bound edition. Would any BGCS member or reader of 
TTG interested in ordering a numbered  limited edition 
book please contact colin.strachan@btinternet.com so 
that the club may gauge response.

The Evolution of Muirfield
by

Richard A Latham

In the world of non-fiction it is rare to know before 
you have even opened up a book that it is bound to 
be a book of real quality, full of very interesting facts 
based on extensive research with excellent diagrams 
and photographs. However this was my experience 
in opening Richard Latham’s latest book in his series 
which so far have looked at Woodhall Spa, Royal 
County Down and Hoylake. The book will have  an 
interest for a wide range of readers including collectors 
who will enjoy the pictures and the photographs 
some of which have been reproduced as postcards. 
Historians will relish in the in-depth research on the 
history of the origins of the Honourable Company 
of Edinburgh Golfers and their various homes and 
courses. Those interested in golf course architecture 
will find most interesting the historical development 
of the course, both as more land became available, the 
effect of the Open Championship and the continuing 
changes in golfing equipment. Those golfers fortunate 
enough to have the opportunity to play this wonderful 
course will find the discussions and maps of the 
present course a real guide in how to play Muirfield. 
As the book is full of magnificent photographs it is 
just a pleasure to pick it up and glance at a number 
of the pages. However it is the detail of the research 
which is most interesting and good reading. The first 
chapter details the history behind the moves prior 
to the decision to move to Muirfield and also the 
influence of the railway in this decision. Great maps 
make up most of the second chapter showing all the 
different phases of expansion. The coming of the 
Open Championship in 1892 and 1896 led to further 
improvements being made to the course originally 
laid out by Old Tom Morris. Further chapters look 
at the contribution made to the design by Robert 
Maxwell, Harry Colt and Tom Simpson. There is an 
amazing revelation in connection with the first new 
plan prepared by Colt where he basically drew up a 
course layout which was very radical. At first this 
looked like being passed but it seems Colt himself 
thought that the members would not accept it and 
the revision is very much the course played today. A 
chapter takes an ecological and architectural overview.
It is difficult to express in words the quality of this 
publication which contains 159 pages with just about 
every page in beautiful colour. It has a most attractive 
dust jacket and may be ordered at:-
 www.richardlathambooks.com The cost is £40.

  John Hanna

          book reviews 
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THE ADDINGTON CENTENARY 1913 – 2013.
by 
Robin Wilson

There were times when it was fashionable for the names 
of Clubs to be prefaced by the definitive article. By and 
large those days are over but there are a few notable 
exceptions,The Addington being one of them and quite 
rightly so.  After all, it has a very special golf course and 
should not be confused with any other club with a similar 
name. Indeed, particularly being so close to London, it has 
to be one of the hidden gems of British Golf and author 
Robin Wilson has done a marvellous job in portraying this 
in his Centenary History of the club.
At this stage, I feel it is only correct to declare a vested 
interest, as my father was a member of the club until the 
time of his death in 1945.  If all other things had been equal, 
I would have joined as a Junior Member in the early 50’s, 
but mother in her infinite wisdom, decreed that it was not 
a suitable place for little Philip to learn his golf – There was 
too much gambling at Addington and this would not be a 
good influence on the young boy! Whilst I have never been 
entirely certain how my sixpence a week pocket money 
could have made any difference to this school of ‘high 
rollers’, I was sent off  to join Shirley Park G.C.!  She was, 
of course, right about the gamblers and in the mid-fifties 
they left (or were asked to leave) the club and migrated to 
Sunningdale.  understandably none of this, my not joining 
the Club or the gambling, is in this new Club History!  
The Company promoting the club was incorporated in July 
1913 but the course was not opened for play until October 
1919. The course was laid out (as they were in those days!) 
by that genius, the legendary J F Abercromby following his 
successes at Worplesdon and Coombe Hill.  He stayed on at 
Addington and ran the place with a rod of iron – answering 
a member’s request for the Suggestion Book; he replied 
that he was the Suggestion Book.  So successful was the 
club that a second course – the New Course - was opened 
only four years later in October 1923. In the years leading 
up to Hitler’s war, it ranked alongside Walton Heath and 
Sunningdale as one of the places to play (and to be seen 
playing) golf around London.
The Old Course was on higher heath land type terrain and 
was good for winter golf whilst the New, on lower wetter 
ground, was good for summer golf. An ideal combination.  
Imagine the horror when Croydon Council compulsorily 
purchased the New course to build ‘affordable’ (as they are 
known now) houses upon it after the war, only to find that 
a vast amount of this land couldn’t be used for housing as it 
was far too wet.
Not only did they lose one of their courses but in February 
1952 their clubhouse was completely burnt down and with 
it went all the club’s records which must have made author 
Robin Wilson’s task even more formidable. This 32 page 

book is, therefore, not a wordy history but there is quite 
sufficient to tell us the basic story of the club.  Couple this 
with good design, in a landscape format, and plenty of full 
colour illustrations, one has a most worthy history of this 
famous club.  Whilst landscape format might not be good 
for one’s bookshelves, it’s brilliant for reproducing such 
photos as the picture on page three of this book depicting 
the famous short 13th hole at Addington, rated the best 
short hole in the uK by Henry Longhurst and second only 
in the world to the 5th at Pine Valley. Quite something and 
quite a photo!
Copies can be provide free of charge from the Manager of 
the Club at oliver.peel@addingtongolf.com 
.........and don’t forget, P.G.Woodhouse signed off his Preface 
to “The Heart of a Goof ” (1926) from “The Sixth Bunker, 
Addington”.

Philip truett

A History of Gullane Comrades Golf Club
by
Russell Dick
 
Gullane Comrades Golf Club was originally formed 
in 1921 by an ex-servicemen’s association ‘Comrades 
of the Great War’, a branch of which was in the vil-
lage.  Play was by courtesy over Gullane and Muirfield 
(HCEG), with membership comprising Gullane and 
Dirleton Castle Golf Club members. Many significant 
trophies exist and traditions have grown over the years 
and continue today.  These include the ‘Four Nighter’, 
the annual Away Outing and the annual Dinner Dance 
which were included as events in the early years.  All 
stroke-play competitions are played on a turn up and 
play basis and sponsors regularly supply the likes of 
scotch pies afterwards for all.  In fact I believe the club 
is to this day run with the ‘Comradeship’ philosophy 
kept in mind.
 I understand Russell Dick, a former history teacher and 
Past Captain took three years to extensively research 
and write this book, which was keenly sought by the 
membership to throw more light on the history of the 
club as it is approaching its centenary.  He certainly 
met, if not exceeded, his mandate in his vigilance. As a 
resident of the village for over forty years myself, I had 
heard many bits and pieces of information relating to 
the club, its history and its significant historic playing 
privileges over Gullane and Muirfield.  I was therefore 
delighted to purchase a copy and found it to be very 
informative.
If anyone is interested in obtaining a copy (extremely 
good value at only £8), please contact Mr Stephen 
Lindsey (Hon. Secretary & Treasurer) on Yipped1@
Gmail.com or 07428 798 162.

Colin H Sinclair
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